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ABSTRACT 
The abstract is a fundamental tool in information retrieval. As condensed representations, 
they facilitate conservation of the increasingly precious search time and space of scholars, 
' 
allowing them to manage more effectively an ever-growing deluge of documentation. 
Traditionally the product of human intellectual effort, attempts to automate the abstracting 
process began in 1958. Two identifiable automatic abstracting techniques emerged which 
reflect differing levels of ambition regarding simulation of the human abstracting process, 
namely sentence extraction and text summarisation. This research paradigm has recently 
diversified further, with a cross-fertilisation of methods. Commercial systems are beginning 
to appear, but automatic abstracting is still mainly confined to an experimental arena. 
The purpose of this study is firstly to chart the historical development and current state of 
both manual and automatic abstracting; and secondly, to devise and implement an empirical 
user-based evaluation to assess the adequacy of automatic abstracts derived from sentence 
extraction techniques according to a set of utility criteria. An evaluative mechanism is vital 
for determining and ensuring the effectiveness of machine-produced abstracts, and for 
clarifYing the aims and future of automatic abstracting research. Evaluative studies are 
relatively few, and the role of the user and the uses of abstracts in such previous work have 
unfortunately been neglected in favour of more intrinsic researcher-based evaluation. The 
methodological design of this study places the user at the forefront, combining subjective user 
judgements with task-based metrics, using evaluation of corresponding human abstracts as a 
benchmark. 
The results indicate a human-produced abstract superiority over the machine-produced 
versions in almost every respect; however the difference in this performance and acceptability 
is marginal. Overall, machine-produced abstracts achieved a subjective acceptability rating of 
an encouraging 66.9%. It is concluded that the continuation of automatic abstracting is 
clearly warranted. Recommendations for future research include increased focus upon users 
and their information requirements in abstract design, standardisation and evaluation, and the 
continuing need for innovation in automatic abstracting, inspired not by recourse to paper, 
but by the scope inherent in the electronic medium. 
iii 
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INTRODUCTION 
Considering the importance of abstracts in the documentation process, 
it is striking that even today abstracts are almost entirely the product 
ofhuman intellectual effort.1 
Chris D. Paice, 1994. 
1 
This study investigates the automation of a complex cognitive process which, despite almost 
forty years of research, still remains within human hands. The manually produced abstract 
has set a precedent for automatic abstracting, leading to the success and acceptability of this 
being measured in human terms. Wyllys defines the ambitious precept underlying such 
research: 
The ultimate goal of research into automatic abstracting is to enable a 
computer program to 'read' a document" and 'write' an abstract of it 
in conventional prose style, but the path to this goal is full of yet 
unconquered obstacles! 
why then pursue automatic abstracting, if this goal is apparently as yet insurmountable? 
Early research intended to remove the burden of manual abstracting, but more recently the 
motivation has perhaps shifted focus and gained momentum due to developments in 
electronic publishing, particularly the rise of the electronic journal. Thus, if journal articles 
are produced and published in machine readable form, why expend time and effort in 
commissioning professionally produced human abstracts, when an automatically generated 
version may be cheaper and quicker? The question arises, however, as to whether an 
automatic abstract would be satisfactory, and is one of the main issues explored in this study. 
The volume of available information is ever-growing and its traditional format is also 
diversifYing to encompass the usage of printed, electronic and multi-media; however, 
scholarly research continues under the same pressures of time and selectivity, striving to 
remain productive. It is here in the process of information retrieval that the abstract, be it 
human or machine produced, can play an increasingly valuable role, but with the proviso that 
it too may require a flexibility to adapt and diversifY in tandem with the contemporary 
information environment. 
2 
The purpose of this study is twofold, combining both literature-based and empirical research: 
1. To explore the role of the abstract both historically and in light of the current information 
context, and to review the development of automatic abstracting research. 
2. To devise and implement an empirical user-based evaluation to assess the adequacy of 
automatic abstracts according to the documented purposes of abstract use. 
The role of the user is central to this entire investigation, having suffered previous neglect in 
the trend for fully intrinsic researcher-based evaluation of automatic abstracts. However, 
evaluative studies are relatively few, thus confirming the need for this present user study, and 
similar work, in order to clarity the aims and future of automatic abstracting research. 
REFERENCES 
1 Paice, Chris D. Automatic abstracting. In: A. Kent, ed. Encyclopedia of library and information 
science 53, supplement 16, 1994, p. 16. 
2 Wyllys, Ronald E. Extracting and abstracting by computer. In: H. Borko, ed. Automated 
language processing, 1967, p. 128. 
CHAPTER! 
THE NATURE OF THE ABSTRACT 
The prime action of use is selection. There are millions offine thoughts, 
and the account of the experience on which they are based, all encased within 
stonewalls of acceptable architectural form; but if the scholar can get at only 
one a week by diligent search, his syntheses are not likely to keep up with the 
current scene 1 
Vannevar Bush, 1945. 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
3 
Despite recent publicity and concern, information overload is no new phenomenon. In fact 
the present-day abstract evolved from a basic human desire or, perhaps more accurately, a 
person's (in)ability to read only selectively. It has been claimed that a "modest academic 
collection of 500,000 documents" would take a scholar 135 years at a reading rate of 10 
documents per day before the whole collection was seen. 2 Thus, since the beginning of 
written records, documents have often been accompanied by derived condensed 
representations which summarise the key content of the original to conserve the precious 
time and energy of the reader. Today, researchers invariably have extremely specialised 
interests and information needs; the volume of information is undoubtedly increasing, yet 
researchers need to identify what is precisely relevant to them - to sort the wheat from the 
chaff - and simultaneously keep abreast in terms of their wider research interests. The 
abstract is the most fundamental amongst a range of document surrogates which are designed 
to ease these tasks. 
This chapter examines the nature of the abstract. Firstly, the abstract is discussed within a 
broader framework of condensed document representation and its relation to V an Dijk' s 
theory of macrostructures. Secondly, the focus turns to the abstract per se, namely its 
historical evolution into a standardised and stylised textual form, and to the definitions and 
types of abstracts and their respective functions. Finally, the 'abstract as text' is related to its 
context of production and use, a dimension which has suffered some neglect in previous 
4 
research. The central thesis of this chapter maintains that abstracts are utility texts and 
should be conceived as such. This requires a flexibility to develop according to changing user 
needs, possibly contrary to current prescribed standards. 
1.2 CONDENSED DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION 
A representation can be defined as a secondary object, derived from an original, which 
presents certain characteristics of that original; it is typically shorter (condensed) in order to 
save human search time and, additionally, search space (the set of available documents) by 
frequently acting as a substitute for the originaC Collinson draws an interesting parallel to 
explain the motivation for representation: 
At a shop specializing in selling wall-paper, there will be pattern books that show in a 
comparatively small area every detail of each pattern that appears on the complete sheet. 
Those who look through these patterns know that when they receive the rolls of wall-paper 
there will be no surprises in this respect, for the pattern has shown the complete range of 
variation in detail. 4 
Libraries, too, are typified by condensed representations; for example, the library catalogue 
and other bibliographic databases will include the title, author and publication details etc. of 
the original document, enabling users to trace particular items. Condensed document 
representation, however, operates at a deeper level by including (to a greater or lesser 
degree) the key content of the original. It therefore serves the dual function of facilitating 
information retrieval and being content revelatory. 5 Wyllys6 argues that there is inevitable 
conflict between these two functions, being that brevity is desirable for information retrieval 
purposes whereas a more informative, and hence usually longer, representation is necessary 
for the content revelatory function. As a result, it seems that various types of document 
representation have arisen in an attempt to alleviate this tension, by differing in purpose and 
the level of detail represented. Figure 1.1 illustrates a selection, using definitions by Rowley. 7 
It should be noted that the following definitions are not discrete nor generally agreed, and 
several of them are sometimes used synop.ymously with the term 'abstract'. 
Figure 1.1: Types of condensed document representation" 
Abridgement ··A generaiferm,referrlngto a red~ctibriofthe origin~ th~~ 
omits a number of secondary points. 
A~notation . 
.··Digest 
Extract 
Paraphrase 
\ ' ' ,\ 
Precis 
Summary 
Synopsis 
A not~ ~dded to the title and/orbibliographic Information 
· of a document by way of comment or explanation . 
. ·. ·.· A.ri!~thcldically · arraligecl presentatiorl Ofth~ ril~rt argum~nts 
in a document. 
One or rho re portions of a documt:mt selected to tepr'ese!lt 
the whole document. · · 
· An interpretation of the ideas encoded in a document, and 
a translation into the language of the writer of the paraphr'ase. 
An accountwhichtypically restricts itself to the essential 
.··· points of an argument: 
. A restatement within a document of the salient findings and 
conclusions of the document; it assumes that the reader will·· 
have the opportuility to peruse the full document text. · 
The term originally used to .denote a resume prepared by 
the author of the work. . . . 
5 
* Based on Rowley, J. E. Abstracting and indexing, 2nd ed. London: Clive Biogley, 1988, pp. lO-
ll. 
The theory of macro structures, proposed by V an Dijk, 8 is particularly enlightening for 
understanding the cognitive process of document representation. He claims that texts have 
semantic microstructures and macrostructures, corresponding with the details and the gist or 
theme of a text respectively, which are constructed by the reader during information 
processing. The global meaning of a text (macrostructure) is derived by the reader 
employing a series of inference rules (macrorules) when processing the local level of a text, 
6 
i.e. sentences, clauses, phrases, words etc. (microstructure). Van Dijk's four macrorules for 
reducing the document to its key content or macrostructure are as follows: 
1) Weak deletion: deletes those propositions (i.e. meaning units, usually 
corresponding to declarative sentences) which are not required for the interpretation 
of other propositions in the text; irrelevant detail which does not contribute to the 
theme of the text, for example: 
John saw a cat. The cat was ginger => John saw a cat. 
2) Strong deletion: deletes those propositions which are only locally relevant to 
another preceding or following proposition, e.g. consequences, conditions, incidental 
information, etc., for example: 
Sally went to the shop. Outside it was raining. She bought some milk. => 
Sally went to the shop. She bought some milk. 
3) Generalisation: irrelevant propositions are not only deleted, but the semantic 
detail is abstracted by constructing a more conceptually general proposition which 
subsumes the semantic content of the original propositions, for example, under 
a) a common predicate or b) a hyponym: 
a) Mum was chopping carrots, Dad was boiling potatoes, and Auntie was frying 
bacon. => The adults were cooking. 
b) Graham stroked the Labrador. Graham stroked the Spaniel=> Graham stroked 
dogs. 
4) Construction: a completely new proposition is created, which may be entailed by 
a series of micropropositions and is based on conventional knowledge, for 
example: 
John went to the station. He bought a ticket. He waited on the platform. He 
boarded the train. The train departed => John travelled by train. 
7 
The resultant macrostructure is, in essence, equivalent to a summary, as it comprises a 
higher-level semantic sequence of the most relevant propositions (in the view of the 
summariser) which exhibits the same linear and global coherence of the original document. A 
reader may assign relevancy to propositions according to their grammatical surface structure; 
for example, titles are part of the macrostructure, and similarly phrases such as 'This paper 
will discuss .. .'. 'We may conclude . .', 'The most important factor is .. .' are topic, summary and 
relevance indicators respectively. 9 Chapter 2 shows how such structures have been utilised in 
some automatic abstracting systems. Importantly, V an Dijk stresses that there is no single 
macrostructure for a particular text, since macrorules are recursive, allowing for diverse 
levels of specificity and generality in representation. Additionally, the notion of importance is 
essentially subjective, resulting in different global meanings according to the different 
"cognitive set" of individual language users. V an Dijk states: 
In a sequence of sentences it may well be the case that some concept or proposition that, 
structurally, is merely a rather unimportant detail nevertheless may be prominent or salient 
for other reasons (e.g. relative to personal memories or associations oflanguage users or, in 
general, their values, attitudes, or interests). 10 
This view is evidenced by research showing that even professional abstractors may be 
inconsistent in their representations of the global meaning of a single document, 11 and also 
the very fact that abstracts can be tailored to individual user interests. It is also vital to 
consider such a notion when intrinsically evaluating abstracts, viz. that there is no single 
'correct' set of sentences which should comprise the abstract/2 being that the abstract's 
content may differ according to context and the interests and intentions of the potential user. 
The issue of context is discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.4. 
1.3 THE ABSTRACT 
1.3.1 From origins to standardisation 
It is claimed that the first 'abstract' was inscribed on clay envelopes containing 
Mesopotamian cuneiform documents of the early second millennium BC. 13 The purpose of 
this 'abstract' was twofold: 
8 
1. It enabled the reader to decide whether breaking the sealed container to consult the full 
text of the enclosed document would be worthwhile. 
2. If sufficiently detailed, it removed the need to break the seal to consult the full document. 
Therefore, the basic needs fulfilled by the abstract have changed little; however, its form, like 
the English language itself for example, has gradually developed and become standardised. 
Prior to the seventeenth century, abstracting was conducted on a largely informal basis. 
Early proponents were scholars of the Alexandrian Library who produced epitomes 
(abstracts) of those extensive works which occupied numerous papyrus rolls. During this 
same historical period, abstracts (called hypotheses in Greek) outlined the plots of major 
plays of the time. 14 The practice of abstracting continued into the Middle Ages, when monks 
would often make marginalia which summarised a page of transcribed manuscript; whilst 
abstracts of ambassadors' lengthy reports were prepared by the Royal Secretary for the King 
to read himself or, if he was illiterate (as many were), to be read aloud. 1s The Elizabethans 
were perhaps the first to use abstracts for wider knowledge dissemination, whereby scientists 
would circulate abstracts of their work amongst friends. 16 January 5 1665 proved to be a 
landmark in the history of abstracting, as the use of abstracts changed from "a means of 
private communication to a system of public dissemination"17 due to the publication of the 
first abstracting journal : Le journal des Sr;avans. 18 19 Thus, the practice of abstracting 
moved towards formalisation, owing to the editorial control of the journal by the newly 
formed French Academy of Sciences. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
similarly inspired publications mushroomed throughout Europe. However, a determining 
factor of a journal's survival was often the secure backing of a learned society or other 
organisation, which was sorely lacking for the many abstracting journals produced by lone 
individuals. Consequently, some journals flourished whilst other died out.20 
In the twentieth century, the growth and increasing specialisation and fragmentation of 
abstracting services resulted in moves to share the workload and to mitigate any overlapping 
readership amongst services. Borko and Bernier1 state quite categorically that such 
9 
"cooperation implies standardisation". Thus, in the 1970s two main standards were 
developed which now govern the form of the abstract: the International Standard (ISO 214-
1976(Ei2 and the American National Standard (ANSI Z39.14-1979).23 These, together with 
additional in-house guidelines of particular abstracting services, further conventionalised, 
stylised and institutionalised the abstract. 
Today, abstracts are found in bibliographic databases and abstracting journals (secondary 
services, providing access to the primary literature), and also preceding individual articles in 
primary journals; abstracts may be written by the article author, subject expert or professional 
abstractor. Automatic abstracting, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, has generally been limited 
to 'toy' domains, yet to reach its full fruition in 'real-life' contexts. 
1.3.2 Typology and definitions 
The abstract has been subject to various definitions, each adding to a basic consensus whilst 
simultaneously incorporating slight nuances of meaning into the general typology. The 
definition of the ISO Standard is perhaps the most cited: 
... an abbreviated, accurate representation of the contents of a document, without added 
interpretation or criticism and without distinction as to who wrote the abstract. 24 
Paice25 and Lancaste?6 both provide similar definitions to the above, specifying brevity, 
accuracy and summarisation of the key content as characteristic features, whilst others also 
emphasise the abstract's additional role as a stand alone document surrogate. Rowlei7 
considers style in her definition, claiming that the abstract should be written "in a style similar 
to that of the original document". Maizell, Smith and Singe?8 make particular reference to 
content, defining the abstract as "a condensation that presents succinctly the objectives, scope 
and findings of a document". Collinson29 is yet more didactic, stating that "It is a terse 
presentation in (as far as possible) the author's own language, of all the points made, in the 
same order as in the original piece of primary documentary information". He describes 
paraphrasing as "dangerous and may lead the reader to channels of thought not intended by 
10 
the author". However, others30 31 32argue that the abstract primarily should be the creation of 
the abstractor, with an abstract such as Collinson's, which is based on "selective quotation", 
effectively undermining the 'art form' of abstracting. The concept of abstracting being 
perceived as art is explored throughout this study, as it pertains to the very nature of 
automatic abstracting: can machines produce satisfactory abstracts or is abstracting a fine art 
deserving hand crafting? 
A working definition of an abstract for this present research is necessarily quite broad in 
order to account for the current state of progress in automatic abstracting research. As is 
exemplified in Chapter 2, automatic abstracting systems have yet to incorporate all four of 
the cognitive macrorules defined by V an Dijk. Considerable progress has been achieved in 
the deletion/selection operations and, to a more limited degree (in artificial intelligence 
approaches), sentence construction; however, generalisation still remains an elusive goal. 
Therefore, for the purposes of this study, an abstract is defined as: 
A condensed representation which accurately expresses the essential content of the original 
and is able to stand in place of that original. 
There are two main types of abstract: informative and indicative. The abstracting Standards 
advocate a preference for the informative abstract which "should present as much as possible 
of the quantitative and/or qualitative information contained in the document". An informative 
abstract would be concurrent with Van Dijk's notion of macrostructure, since a well-formed 
abstract should be linearly and globally coherent with the original document. As an analogy, 
Cleveland and Cleveland33 liken the informative abstract to "a skeleton with all the flesh 
missing - the viewer is given enough detail to accurately reconstruct what the departed soul 
must have looked like". Thus, an informative abstract should provide enough content to be 
used in place of the original document. It is used particularly for experimental and single-
themed research articles, whereas review articles and those having divergent topics or 
considerable statistical data are typically represented by an indicative abstract. The ISO 
Standard accords this as "a descriptive guide to the type of document, covering the principle 
11 
subjects and the way in which the infonnation is treated". It is not intended to replace the 
original document, but to serve as an alerting device. 
The above abstract types are not discrete; in fact they are most frequently combined into 
hybrid indicative-infonnative fonns, allowing them to be possibly more responsive to user 
needs by presenting the fundamental content infonnatively whilst relegating less significant 
content to an indicative status. Other, less significant abstract types include the critical 
abstract, which presents evaluative abstractor comment, and several brief abstracts such as 
mini-abstracts (an amplification of the abstract title), short abstracts (one or two sentences) 
and telegraphic abstracts (written in an extremely terse style). Tabular abstracts are used 
particularly for statistical data, whilst structured abstracts, which organise content under a 
series of headings, have gained some popularity. Tailored/slanted abstracts are oriented to 
the interests of a specific audience, and may be presented indicatively or infonnatively. The 
value ofthe tailored abstract is considered in Section 1.3.4. 
1.3.3 Style and content 
The style and content of an abstract is prescribed in the ANSI and /SO Standards, and this has 
probably contributed to its distinctive textual fonn. In tenns of style, the abstract should 
begin with a 'topic sentence', expressing the theme of the document, and be written in 
complete sentences using third person pronouns and the active voice. Borko and Chatman34 
note interesting stylistic differences between infonnative and indicative abstracts which reflect 
the rhetorical role of the abstractor. Infonnative abstracts invariably have the tense structure 
described above, by which the "abstracter is completely identified with the author, while in 
the descriptive (sic. indicative) abstract, the abstracter stands apart, behind locutions like 'X 
was attempted' or 'The author believes Y' ". Thus, for the indicative abstract, the present 
tense and passive voice is preferred. Borko and Chatman35 clearly encapsulate the indicative-
informative distinction: the infonnative "discusses the research" whilst the indicative 
"discusses the article which describes the research". With respect to content, the standards 
have specified that for an abstract to be infonnative it should include the purpose, 
methodology, results and conclusions of the original document; indicative abstracts typically 
12 
include just the purpose and the results achieved.36 Accordingly, background information 
should be cited "sparingly, if at all",37 thus characterising abstracts as "purveyors of the 
new".38 
The historical development and stylisation of the abstract has, therefore, foil owed the theory 
of discourse linguistics, cited by Francis and Liddy: 
Texts that serve a common purpose among a community of users eventually take on a rather 
predictable structure and organization. 39 
Returning briefly to Van Dijk's macrostructure theory; this states that macrostructural 
content is often organised by functional categories (e.g. for the abstract, the purpose-
method-results-conclusions structure) into a schematic form termed the superstructure. Such 
superstructures arise "for discourse types which occur frequently and which require effective 
production and comprehension by means of a fixed text schemata". 40 The nature of the 
abstract as a superstructure means that specific semantic content (macropropositions) is 
required to fiii specific category slots which, according to Van Dijk4\ "indirectly specifY what 
kind of information is important in the text". Whether the optimum abstract can always be 
produced according to such a predetermined standardised structure without reference to a 
specific context is explored in the following section. 
1.3.4 Context 
In a characterisation of the abstract, fundamental but often neglected considerations are the 
various contextual dimensions: what is abstracted, by whom, for whom, for what purpose 
and in what situation. Sparck-Jones42 claims that abstracting output is conditioned, or at 
least should be, by the factors of input (document form and subject matter) and purpose 
(audience and function). 
Input 
This chapter has asserted that abstracts have a prescribed superstructure realised by the ANSI 
and /SO abstracting standards. Tibbo has distinguished between the extensional and 
13 
intensional aboutness of documents, the former being document-oriented and the latter user-
oriented: 
To date, most research into abstracting has taken a structuralist approach, focusing on 
extensional aboutness, where abstractors view the structure and content of documents as 
slots and fillers, respectively ... In spite of the fact that the current ANSI Standard is based on 
the structuralist notion that scholarly text generally displays certain structures and content 
that should be included in an abstract, it stops short of recognizing that there is more than one 
type of scholarly text. 43 
In short, the ANSI and ISO Standards have made blanket assumptions as to the nature of the 
input text. Tibbo 44 claims that although scientific research articles may have the classic 
purpose-methods-results-conclusions format, humanities articles typically lack such 
recognisable sections. Thus, in relation to the applicability of the ANSI and ISO Standards to 
such input documents, she concludes that "poor rules closely followed are little better, and 
possibly worse, than no rules at all". 43 Although the structuralist approach may promote 
consistency amongst abstracts, it may not create utility in every case. 
Purpose 
In order to maximise the utility of abstracts the relationship between purpose and use should 
be examined. The general purposes for producing abstracts are well-documented in 
abstracting manuals: 
• Current awareness 
• Retrospective searching 
• Judging and selecting relevant documents 
• Saving reading time 
• Saving search space by functioning as surrogates 
• Overcoming language barriers by functioning as surrogate translations of foreign language 
documents 
• Providing access to scarce material by functioning as surrogates 
This raises the question as to what extent the above purposes, or more accurately assumed 
purposes, correspond with actual user intentions. O'Connor states: 
If purpose drives the selection of attributes for a representation, then it is reasonable to 
assume that a particular form of representation determines what one can do with it. 46 
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In other words, use is determined and constrained by purpose of production; but whose 
purpose? Ideally, an abstract should be conceived in the light of user purpose. Abstracting 
agencies most likely have a strong notion of the interests of their readership, and compose 
their abstracts with an implied audience in mind; however, further empirical work into the 
information retrieval needs of general and specific groups of user would clearly be beneficial. 
This would enable the identification of user groups with common information needs and the 
production of abstracts tailored specifically to their use. Tibbo 47 recommends that such 
discipline-oriented abstracting would account not only for the structural heterogeneity of 
documents (input factors) but also provide optimum utility (purpose factors). Here, 
O'Connor's poignant characterisation of the abstract is worthy of thought: 
Abstract was apparently used by the Roman armies as a term for pillaging conquered cities. 
To some, the virtue and power resided in the beautiful women; to others, in the strong men; to 
others, in the jewels and other riches; to yet others in the religious objects. The saying 'one 
person's trash is another's treasure is apt here. To abstract is to pull out the virtue and power 
of some larger entity or set of entities, but these could well be different for different people ... 
we must be careful not be constrained by our current notions of abstracting. Can we design 
systems that can detect the treasure for each user? 48 
The results of such empirical work could also be translated, if warranted, into new or revised 
general abstracting guidelines. It should be remembered that the ANSI and ISO Standards 
were devised in the 1970s; there has been some call for extensive redrafting, and revision is 
currently underway!9 The abstract should not be left behind, remaining static in a changed 
and ever-changing information environment. 
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CHAPTER2 
A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF AUTOMATIC 
ABSTRACTING 
The fact is, that civilization requires slaves. The Greeks were quite right there. 
Unless there are slaves to do the ugly, horrible, uninteresting work, cuhure and 
contemplation become almost impossible. Human slavery is wrong, insecure 
and demoralizing. On mechanical slavery, on slavery of the machine, the future 
of the world depends.' 
OscarWilde 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Research into automatic abstracting began in the 1950s under the premise that " a 
considerable amount of qualified manpower that could be used to advantage in other ways 
must be diverted to the task of facilitating access to information."2 Such a motivation was 
perhaps a reflection of the time, being namely the dawn of the era of the labour-saving 
device. It was during this time that technology progressed, with researchers realising that 
computers could not only process numbers but also language, leading initially to research into 
machine translation (between languages) and subsequently automatic abstracting (within one 
and the same language).3 Forty years later, research still continues apace, with the utopia of 
simulating the human abstractor perhaps now seeming ever more distant due to an increased 
awareness of the current limitations of both linguistic theories in representing the complexity 
of the summarisation process and computer human-simulation capabilities. The paradigm of 
automatic abstracting research is, therefore, diverse and interdisciplinary, with varying levels 
of ambition reflected in system designs. 
2.2 MAIN APPROACHES AND REVIEW OUTLINE 
Two main approaches towards automatic abstracting have been identified: 4 s 6 
• Sentence extraction ( 'extract and rearrange') 
• Text summarisation ( 'understand and generate'). 
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Sentence extraction dominates early methods of automatic abstracting. Having its roots in 
information science, it selects sentences from the source document which are believed to 
most accurately indicate the key content, 7 and then presents them in the same order as they 
occur in the original document, typically, without any further modification. 8 Such systems 
are pragmatic in orientation,9 aiming for robustness in simplicity and utilising mainly 
statistical, and later, pattern matching techniques. 10 In contrast, text summarisation, 
originating from artificial intelligence, is more ambitious and arguably idealistic. It aims at 
simulating the human abstracting process by 'understanding' the source document and then 
generating a summary. Such processes require a knowledge base (usually of the particular 
domain of use and often additional 'world' and linguistic knowledge) and inferencing 
capabilities. Despite the differing terminology of the two approaches (viz. extraction and 
summarisation}, both attempt, essentially, to reproduce the abstract form and fulfil its 
purposes; hence, although the resulting output may conform to the classical abstract to a 
greater or lesser degree, the motivations (e.g. document surrogates, saving time for the 
reader, presenting the key content of a document etc.) are the same. Consequently, in this 
review, 'automatic abstracting' has been chosen as an umbrella term to subsume the various 
approaches taken in this diverse research field. 
Maybury11 has produced a useful outline of the automated summarisation process, 
comprising of four stages, with a resulting intermediate representation of the source text 
produced between each stage : 
I. Analysis of the source text 
2. Identification (and selection) of the important source elements 
3. Condensation of information 
4. Generation of the resulting summary presentation. 
This model is referred to throughout this review as a means of illustrating the historical 
progression of automatic abstracting research. Firstly, early sentence extraction methods are 
detailed; secondly, early text summarisation methods; and finally, a selection of current 
approaches. 
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2.3 SENTENCE EXTRACTION 
2.3.1 First generation sentence extraction: determining what is important 
Early extraction methods typically involve the first two processes of Maybury' s typology, 
namely: analysis of the source text for 'extract-worthy' candidate sentences which "realize 
the indicative and/or informative function of the abstract"12 and selection of these (or in 
some cases, rejection of those deemed 'non-extract-worthy'), both processes being 
accomplished via statistical and/or surface-based techniques. The key task in extraction 
approaches is how best to determine the important sentences in the source document for 
inclusion in the abstract. Such early methods of automatic abstracting have been well-
documented and consequently this section is based substantially on the work of Paice, 13 14 
whose writings have synthesised the literature very effectively. 
Keyword method 
The first automatic abstract was produced by Luhn15 in 1958. This pioneering work 
measured sentence significance by statistically ascertaining the most frequently used words in 
the source document according to a predefined threshold (excluding function words by 
means of a stoplist) and then selecting those sentences in which ''the greatest number of 
frequently occurring different words are found in greatest physical proximity to each other". 16 
Hence, Luhn describes this approach as probabilistic, as it hinges on the correctness of the 
assumption that key concepts are expressed frequently and occur in close proximity to each 
other; semantic properties of words and underlying sentence propositions are not considered. 
As will be explicated, other researchers have questioned this notion of importance being 
equated with frequency, asserting, conversely, that key concepts are those that are expressed 
least often. 17 However, despite such criticism (fundamental though it may seem), Luhn laid 
the foundations for research into automatic abstracting, with several researchers subsequently 
adopting and refining this methodology. 
In 1961, Rath, Resnick and Savage18 employed Luhn's frequency keyword and distribution 
criteria in their comparison of machine and human sentence selection. Similarly, Edmundson19 
weighted keywords in relation to their frequency within the document, summing the weighted 
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keywords for each sentence and then extracting those with the highest score. In 1970, Eare0 
slightly modified Luhn's methodology by calculating the keyword frequency based solely on 
the occurrence of nonfunction words present in noun phrases of more than one word. The 
rationale was that key content is typically expressed through the noun phrase, resulting in the 
elimination of misleading adverbs, adjectives and verbs, and an easier frequency count due to 
the reduced amount of text. Earl's system was possibly the last to utilise this simple 
frequency keyword method, its demise being a direct result of a poor performance in an 
evaluative study by Edmundson.21 As part of this study, Edmundson22 devised another 
keyword approach which proved more successful than the frequency keyword method, 
namely the title-keyword method. 
The title-keyword method was basically an extension and refinement ofLuhn's methodology, 
although it rests on the premise that title words encapsulate the key content of the document. 
A keyword glossary was compiled from the title, subtitle and headings of the source 
document, with title keywords being assigned the higher weight; sentences were then scored 
and selected on the basis of the greatest sum of such words. Although the title-keyword 
method displayed more promise than the frequency keyword method in Edmundson's 
evaluative experiment, two other approaches performed better, viz. the location/position 
method and the cue method respectively. 
Location/position method 
This method arose from an observation by Baxendale23 that "the 'strategic' location for the 
prime thought of a paragraph is either the first or the last". 24 Edmundson25 calculated a 
'Heading weight' (the sum of words appearing under headings such as Introduction, Purpose, 
Conclusions) and an 'Ordinal weight' (positive weights being awarded for those sentences 
appearing in the first and last paragraphs of the source document and/or as the first and last 
sentence of paragraphs within the text). The final significance score for the sentence 
comprised the sum of the above two weights. 
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Cue method 
The cue method grew from assumptions about the rhetorical structure of texts, namely, in 
this case, that certain words will indicate the extent to which the author believes the 
information to be important.26 For example, Edmundson27 compiled a list of 'Bonus words' 
which increased sentence score (including, superlatives, value terms, and adverbs of 
conclusion, e.g. 'greatest', 'significant', 'finally') and 'Stigma words' which reduced the 
score (including anaphoric expressions, believed by some researchers to be a misconception, 
and 'belittling words' such as 'hardly' and 'impossible'). 
Rush, Salvador and Zamora28 extended Edmundson's methodology to include phrases as well 
as single words. They created a 'Word Control List', consisting of mainly negative 
indicators, to identif'y and eliminate sentences containing such words, e.g. references to 
previous research, examples, speculative material etc. Interestingly, therefore, this approach 
rejects rather than selects sentences. The resultant content of the abstract includes retained 
sentences referring to the objectives, methods, results and conclusions of the research 
(typically identified by word strings such as " this paper", personal pronouns and significant 
title words) and a certain number of sentences retained by default to facilitate textual 
cohesion (see Section 2.3.3). 
Syntactic criteria 
Earf9 investigated the possibility of a relationship between syntactic structure and sentence 
relevance, with a view to compiling a 'sentence dictionary' of significant sentence types. 
Using nine book chapters as a text corpus, sentences would be included in the dictionary if 
their syntactic structures matched those of phrases contained in the corresponding back-of-
the-book index ('indexible sentences'). Sentences were categorised into grammatical parts-
of-speech, with the hope that syntactic patterns would emerge which would enable the 
separation of indexible and non-indexible sentences. Unfortunately, such a grammatical 
.. 
classification was far too refined; a subsequent higher-level classification into phrase 
structures was similarly fruitless. Both experiments demonstrated that approximately 99% of 
the sentences were unique in structure, meaning that no correlation could be obseiVed. 30 
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Earl, naturally, describes these results as "disappointing". The success of this method rested 
on the truth of the hypothesis that there are a finite number of syntactic sentence patterns. In 
theory, this is true - there are rules as to what does and does not constitute a well-formed 
sentence - however, as Chomsky noted, language is creative and recursive (e.g. the number 
of adjectives which can modifY a noun is not limited nor the number of adverbs which can 
modifY a verb). This allows a potentially infinite number of sentences to be generated from a 
finite set ofrules.31 Consequently, Earl's attempt to produce a "Sentence Dictionary'' proved 
to be a virtually impossible task. 
Relational criteria/intersentence links 
Skorokhod'ko32 33 determined importance by extracting those sentences which had the most 
links (e.g. by anaphora or noun phrases) to other sentences, producing a network type 
structure of the source text. This was accomplished by weighting words according to 
"statistical and formal-semantical characteristics", determining relations between words via 
lexical similarity or use of a thesaurus, and finally scoring each sentence according to the 
extent of its relation to other sentences, and the effect its deletion would have on the network 
structure. 
Indicator-phrase method 
This approach elaborates upon the rhetorical principles of the cue method. Paice34 identified 
seven basic groups of indicators (represented by templates) which prefaced germane concepts 
in the text, for example" The primary objective of this study is ... ";" The results of this study 
confirm that ... "; "Our investigation has shown that..." etc .. Notably, these indicators tend to 
make explicit reference to the study in question, serving as a form of 'metatext'. The text is 
scanned for candidate words and structures which may be substituted into any of the seven 
templates; subsequent extracted sentences are those containing the most reliable indicators, 
assigned to sentences via a cumulative weighting procedure. 
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2.3.2 Evaluation and limitations of early extraction methods 
Early extraction methods focused on the surface structure of source texts in order to 
determine and select those sentences containing what was perceived as the most important 
information. The keyword method was discredited following Edmundson's conclusion that 
"It is now beyond question that future automatic abstracting methods must take into account 
syntactic and semantic characteristics of the language and the text: they cannot rely simply 
upon gross statistical evidence. "35 His experiment favoured a combination of the title-
keyword, location and cue methods. Earl demonstrated that extraction by syntactic criteria 
alone was clearly unfeasible, whilst Skorokhod'ko began, quite correctly, to view text as 
more than a series of discrete linear sentence strings, but as a semantic network in which 
there are relationships between words within and outside sentence boundaries. Similarly, the 
indicator phrase method, pioneered by Paice, began to view text more realistically by 
identifying relationships between words within a sentence and their rhetorical overtones. 
Despite having some success in identifying, arguably, the key concepts of a document, early 
extraction methods produced abstracts which lacked cohesion and coherence. 36 37 38 This 
was manifested in their inability to recognise and resolve anaphoric references. Research into 
the nature of anaphora has become a field in itself, therefore only a simple definition is given 
here to illustrate how it relates to the work of automatic abstracting. 
Anaphora is a discourse phenomenon in which one linguistic unit derives its interpretation 
from another unit which was expressed in the preceding text (the antecedent).39 There are 
basically two types of anaphor: a) short-range anaphors where the antecedent is usually 
recoverable from within the same sentence (including pronouns, demonstratives and implied 
referential words, e.g. same, similar, other) and b) definite noun phrases (direct repetition or 
'elegant' variation).40 41 For example: 
a) Short-range anaphora: The boy licked his lips, as he finished his ice-cream. "That was 
delicious" he exclaimed. 
b) Definite noun phrases: The boy licked his lips. The greedy child had eaten all the ice-
cream. 
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Example b) would prove more problematic for an automatic abstracting system, as it would 
need to identity that these two non-identical noun phrases 'the boy' and 'the greedy child' 
refer to the same individual, i.e. recognise the relationship as being anaphoric. The 
maintenance of such linkages ensures the cohesion and coherence of the text; however, early 
extraction methods simply juxtaposed sentences, often leaving unresolved 'dangling 
anaphors' which potentially hinder comprehension. Johnson42 claims that "the reader is left 
to infer the relationship between the ideas expressed, (which) distracts from the meaning 
conveyed and requires considerable time and effort for its understanding" - a fundamental 
problem when an abstract is intended to save the time of the reader. 43 Moreover, 
experiments by Black and Johnson44 revealed that, in practice, coherency is an extremely 
important factor in user acceptability judgement of abstracts. Recently, researchers have also 
discovered that anaphors typically refer to key concepts in a text. •s As mentioned previously, 
this is contrary to several early extraction approaches (for example, Edmundson46 categorised 
anaphors as 'stigma words'). Similarly, Black47 argues that statistical approaches towards 
extraction, which fail to recognise anaphora, will underestimate the frequency of these key 
concepts and may misrepresent the content of the document. Such findings motivated what 
was to become the second phase of sentence extraction research. 
2.3.3 Second generation sentence extraction: improving the output 
Early sentence extraction systems were strictly that: although they claimed to be producing 
'abstracts', the resulting output was simply a selection of key sentences, incorporating none 
of the paraphrasing found in classical abstracts. Second generation researchers sought to 
remedy this by establishing procedures for recognising and resolving anaphora so as to 
improve output quality. As such, systems began to incorporate Process 3 of Maybury's 
typology, namely condensation. At this stage the condensation process was quite basic, 
consisting of mainly deletion and aggregation which entailed modification and rearrangement 
rather than strict abstraction. 
For example, Rush, Salvador and Zamora48 incorporated a means of adding preceding 
sentences to those containing an anaphor in its initial clause, although the sentence would be 
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completely deleted if it warranted more than three additional sentences; parenthetical and 
other unimportant clauses were also deleted. Paice49 claims that, consequently, this system 
can be regarded as the first to produce abstracts as opposed to extracts. He himself further 
developed this process of adding 'contextual sentences', in order to tackle the comprehension 
problems posed by unresolved anaphors and other referential devices, and coined the term 
aggregation.50 In brief, sentences adjacent to those containing the important indicator 
phrases are added one at a time until the extract is free of 'dangling anaphors', i.e. 'tidy', or 
until the specified abstract length threshold has been reached; if unresolved anaphora is still 
present at this stage, then the sentence containing it is deleted or modified in some way. If an 
abstract is already 'tidy', but below the specified target length, then adjacent sentences are 
also added according to certain rules; for example, if the end of the abstract does not 
correspond with the end of a paragraph in the source text, or if the abstract does not start 
with a sentence from the beginning of a paragraph in the source text. Similarly, Craven51, in 
an interactive extraction system activated by Boolean queries which summarised texts held in 
its database, extracted both directly relevant sentences and sentences semantically dependent 
upon these. This model is based on the assumption that texts have semantic dependency links 
between sentences, a structure which can be stored within the database, together with the 
texts, whereby such dependent sentences can be identified and retrieved where necessary. 
Three augmentation procedures were applied: 1) Inheritance: sentences dependent on those 
containing the keywords are also extracted for the purpose of Boolean retrieval, thereby 
increasing recall over use of the full text without decreasing precision; 2) Pruning: if a 
retrieved keyword sentence is dependent upon another similarly retrieved keyword sentence, 
it is deleted in order that extract size may be reduced to its 'roots' by the exclusion of 
semantic detail; 3) Context: sentences on which the retrieved keyword sentence is dependent 
are added to provide additional semantic context to facilitate user comprehension. 
Meanwhile, Mathis, Rush and Y oung,'2 in an attempt to refine the method devised by Rush 
Salvador and Zamora,53 were exploring a rule-based approach for combining sentences to 
enhance readability. Other researchers (e.g. Paice54 and Paice and Husk55) focused on 
developing rules for the recognition of anaphora in discourse, notably the Sycracyse study56 
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which undertook the ambitious and admirable task of identifYing and listing all the anaphors 
of the English language. These rule-based approaches were a move towards a knowledge-
based approach, albeit a simple linguistic knowledge base. At the same time, researchers 
from an artificial intelligence background were exploring knowledge-based approaches more 
fully, although with an entirely different orientation. 
2.4 TEXT SUMMARISATION: SIMULATING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING 
. In contrast to the early sentence extraction approaches, artificial intelligence researchers have 
believed an understanding of the source text to be kernel to the automatic abstracting process 
(or text summarisation, as they prefer to call it). Heavily influenced by cognitive science 
research,57 this approach aims at simulating human summarising. For example, professional 
abstractors do not juxtapose selected sentences (analogous to the sentence extraction 
approach) nor simply decode a text; they read, understand and interpret the text by 
inferencing using pre-existing world knowledge held in the human memory; the salient 
information is determined and the abstract is then subsequently generated .from this internal 
representation. 58 Paice defines the basic computer simulation of this quite succinctly: 
Firstly the source text it subjected to detailed semantic analysis, which results in the construction 
of a data structure representing the meaning of the source text. A second program is applied to 
this data structure that generates statements expressing the gist of the original. 59 
The inclusion of a second natural language program which generates the abstract 
corresponds and thus incorporates Process 4 (Generation) ofMaybury's typology; however, 
identifYing the relevant information - the major preoccupation of the sentence extraction 
approach - naturally remains a core task. As such, this semantic approach requires a more 
extensive knowledge base than rule-based approaches in order to "reflect relationships of 
dominance and subsidiarity between the many propositions extracted from the source":60 in 
other words, the system should have the necessary knowledge to distinguish semantically 
what is important from what is not (i.e. construct a 'dominance structure') in order that a 
summary may be generated. 
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How best to encode semantic and world knowledge to enable a system to infer information 
which is not explicitly expressed in a text is an issue which extends far beyond the realms of 
automatic abstracting research, hence it wiiJ be only briefly discussed here. Various 
knowledge representation theories have been proposed, the most pertinent to the present 
discussion being frames and scripts. 
The frame-theory was proposed by Marvin Minsky, who claimed that knowledge is stored in 
the human memory in the form of data structures (frames) of stereotypical situations or 
entities which are used to understand and interpret incoming information.61 62 63 The 
structure of this frame entails labelled 'slots', a collection of attributes pertaining to the 
frame, and 'fillers', the associated values; for example a 'house-frame' has slots filled by its 
various rooms. In text summarisation, the relevant information is selected by filling the slots 
with the words and phrases from the source document which correspond to those of the 
system's knowledge base (instantiation of the frame by pattern matching); the summary is 
then generated by means of an 'output template' .64 
Halm and Reimer65 66 adopted this frame-based approach in their TOPIC summarisation 
system which selected text on the basis of thematic progression patterns to produce indicative 
abstracts. The text was processed by a bottom-up partial parser, which would, thus, only 
'understand' and select the relevant information encoded in the knowledge base. The 
selection process was accomplished by adopting the theme-rheme approach to sentence 
analysis proposed by linguists of the Prague School, a definition, in simple terms, being that 
the theme of a sentence is generally its topic (typically the first constituent of a sentence), 
whilst the rheme (represented by the remaining constituents) contains the commentary on this 
topic. The theme-rheme theory is also related to the concept of 'communicative dynamism', 
whereby the theme expresses usually 'given' or 'known' information and therefore has a low 
degree of communicative dynamism, whilst the rheme conveys 'new' information, having a 
high degree of communicative dynamism.67 68 The TOPIC system, therefore, examined the 
source document for such thematic progression patterns, identifYing thematic information, 
which would constitute the frames, and rhematic information, which would fill the slots in 
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each frame. As each paragraph was parsed, the identified frames were then hierarchically 
ordered, on the basis of"frequency and connectivity patterns and thematic links indicated by 
the slot-filling",69 so that certain frames became more important 'topic frames' whilst others 
were subordinated; after parsing the entire document, the same hierarchical ordering was 
carried out for the previously identified paragraph frames, the result of which was then 
displayed via an indicative abstract template. 
The script-theory was developed by Schank and his colleagues and is similar to the frame 
theory. However, in contrast to the essentially static frame-based approach, it is 
programmatic, dealing with stereotypical sequences of events which are activated via a causal 
chain. It embodies the notion of conceptual dependency, which facilitates inferencing and 
the prediction of the occurrence of events which may not have been explicitly mentioned in 
the text. This expectation-driven processing is especially useful for automatic abstracting, as 
it obviates the more difficult task of needing an understanding of the entire source document 
in order to determine the relevant information. Incidentally, this also conforms with research 
into the human process of abstracting, which discovered that professional abstractors do not 
interpret the whole of the source text, but substantially utilise top-down scanning strategies 
which rely on the abstractor's expectations and knowledge about document structure.70 
The script-based approach has seemingly been exploited more frequently in automatic 
abstracting than frame-based approaches, possibly due to the characteristics outlined above. 
The FRUMP system71 was the first to utilise a script-based approach and expectation-driven 
top-down processing of the source text. However, unlike previous uses of scripts in natural 
language processing, which represent detailed information about all the possible event 
sequences of a situation, FRUMP represents only the important events for 60 different 
situations in so-called 'sketchy scripts', e.g. terrorism script, robbery script, earthquake 
script. The source text is skimmed to find meanings corresponding with events in its sketchy 
scripts, which are activated on the basis of three algorithms (Explicit Reference, Implicit 
Reference and Event-Induced Activation). Once a particular script has been selected, the 
two modules of the system will then a) 'expect' certain events by 'jumping to conclusions' 
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(the Predictor module), and then b) verity these predictions by searching for these events in 
the text or inferencing from what has already been understood in order to match the 
prediction (the Substantiator module). Rau et al72 73 adopted a similar script-based approach 
for their SCISOR system, but, unlike FRUMP, it combines top-down expectation-driven 
conceptual analysis (partial parsing) with additional bottom-up linguistic analysis (full 
parsing), which they assert "improves the depth and accuracy of the understanding process" 
and provides an added robustness, in terms of a faster text processing speed, which was 
lacking in FRUMP.74 75 
2.4.1 Evaluation and limitations of early text summarisation methods 
Early text summarisation systems incorporated the final process of Maybury's typology of 
summarisation (Process 4: Generation), and as such the resultant abstracts proved much more 
cohesive and coherent than those produced by early extraction methods; however, they have 
a major disadvantage, inherent in their design. 
As discussed, systems adopting this approach require background knowledge if they are to 
'understand' the source document. Artificial intelligence researchers soon realised that 
world knowledge (equivalent to that in the human memory) is far too extensive, but "could 
be incorporated if the 'world' was an extremely limited one.''76 Brown and Yule explain the 
reasoning behind this: 
It then became possible to think of knowledge-of-the-world as organised into separate but 
interlinked sets of knowledge areas which, taken together, would add up to the generalised 
knowledge that humans, in comprehending discourse, appear to use ... When we read a story 
involving a visit to the dentist, we use our knowledge of dentist-visiting, but not normally our 
knowledge of typing a letter or going to a birthday party. 71 
This summarises the basic premise of the early text summarisation systems which were, 
consequently, designed to work within a particular domain; for example, TOPIC produces 
abstracts in the field of information technology, whilst FRUMP and SCISOR both summarise 
news stories. Although this domain-specific architecture may reduce ambiguity and improve 
output quality,'8 it means that the system is unable to operate in other domains. Thus, 
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despite claiming to have the ability to "process stories on a wide-range of topics", FRUMP is 
effectively confined to those of its 60 'sketchy scripts'; similarly SCISOR can only summarise 
news stories concerned with corporate mergers and acquisitions. If these systems were to be 
transferred to other domains, they would require a whole new knowledge base, usually 
encoded by hand (estimated by SCISOR researchers to take 40 person days). Consequently, 
such systems are expensive to produce and lack the robustness to make them commercially 
viable - although, admittedly the SCISOR researchers were more aware of such 
considerations than previous artificial intelligence researchers. 
Another limitation of the early text summarisation approach is its focus on narrative texts (i.e. 
event sequences).79 The research article (the major source input for abstracting) is generally 
expository in nature, thus it presents a different (and more problematic) challenge for those 
artificial intelligence approaches which are dependent on delineating relevant event 
sequences, i.e. script-based. Rau, Jacobs and Zemick outline this difference: 
Expository texts do not have a 'plot' per se. As a result of this, the events described in 
an expository text may all be relevant ... The task in expository summarization then 
becomes one of determining the appropriate level of detail for the summary. 80 
Thus, in relation to expository research articles, a frame-based system (e.g. TOPIC) which 
relies on identifYing attributes of entities rather than successive events may prove more 
valuable; such a frame-based approach has been utilised in a slightly different way in more 
recent research and is discussed below (Section 2.5.3). 
Since the advent of the above domain dependent systems, some researchers have attempted 
to produce systems with enhanced portability whilst still advocating an artificial intelligence 
approach (e.g. Alterman and Bookman81); however, others believe that even ifportability can 
be improved, the goals of the artificial intelligence approach towards abstracting are 
impractical and unjustified in a real-world context. Black states: 
The abstract's limited function of indicating the 'aboutness' of a document does not seem to 
merit the computer processing time or the investment in dictionary enhancement for specialist 
vocabularies that the language understanding approach would require. 82 
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He claims that recourse to the "simple and cheap" methods of sentence extraction will 
encourage more fiuitful and pragmatic results. 
2.5 THE 1990s: DIFFUSION OF THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The current research context is more diffuse, characterised by some convergence between the 
two distinctive early automatic abstracting approaches of sentence extraction and text 
summarisation, and a focus on particular aspects of Maybury' s typology of the 
summarisation process. Notable trends include: summary generation applied to data (as 
opposed to textual documents), which embodies greater attention towards user needs; 
continued advocation and enhancement of sentence extraction methods; and investigation 
into the textual (rhetorical) structure of documents and its exploitation for automatic 
abstracting. The debate as to whether systems are best designed as domain dependent or 
independent still continues, being simultaneously related to whether, and to what extent, a 
knowledge base is required and justified for the purpose of abstracting. 
2.5.1 Text summarisation by generation: tailoring the output to user needs 
Several researchers, working within the text summarisation paradigm, have focused on 
Process 4 ofMaybury's typology, namely generation of the resulting summary presentation. 
The motivation for attention to only one aspect of summarisation is explained by McKeown 
andKukich: 
Summarising an article, for example, involves interpretation of the article to identifY the most 
important facts conveyed and generation to produce a paragraph that conveys those facts concisely. 
This need for simultaneous solutions in two subareas has made automated text summarisation an 
I . I s3 e us1vegoa. 
These systems are not automatic abstracting systems per se; in fact, they typically summarise 
input data (e.g. newswires) or, alternatively, across a series of source documents, contrasting 
with the traditional notion of abstracting, which pertains to a single document. Nevertheless, 
summary generation research does consist of two relevant strands: a) presentation of concise 
summaries and b) consideration of user needs. 
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McKeown and Kukich84 identified tasks which involved summary generation alone in order 
to investigate the production of concise summaries. Basically, the two resultant systems 
(STREAK, summarising basket ball games; PLANDOC, summarising telephone network 
planning activity) generate a summary based on the required essential information and then by 
opportunistically adding extra information according to contextual linguistic constraints. This 
incrementally builds a summary by increasing the complexity of sentences (e.g. by 
modification, conjunction etc.) which 'packs' information into a shorter amount of space, i.e. 
condensation. They conclude that combining these summary generation techniques with 
natural language extraction methods will enable future effective summarisation of full text 
documents. 
Other research has concentrated upon the role of users and their needs, a factor which was 
sorely lacking in the majority of early automatic abstracting approaches. For example, 
Maybury85 devised a system (SumGen) that summarises events from a battle simulation 
military database. Thus, important events are determined and selected using both domain 
independent (inverse frequency metrics) and domain dependent strategies (domain knowledge 
of importance); the selected information is condensed by aggregation of equivalent or similar 
events; and finally, the summary is generated using plart-based presentation mechanisms 
which allow tailoring according to a stereotypical user or situation. Similarly, Bateman and 
Teich86 produced a system which enables the user, in this case an encyclopaedia editor, to 
request different summary manifestations of a chosen artist's biographical details from data 
held within a series of documents. They argue that: 
The need for selective information presentation will rise explosively over the next decade. 
Movement beyond traditional notions of 'summarisation' will also be necessary ... text, to be 
effective, must take into consideration the information requirements and communicative needs 
of its readers as well as constraints from the presentation medium. 87 
User studies could determine if such thematically-oriented summarisation across texts would 
be valuable to scholars. If so, it may provide a worthy niche for future automatic abstracting 
research, posing an interesting challenge to the classical conception of the abstract. 
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The above approaches consider user needs as part of the generation subtask of summarisation 
(Process 4 ofMaybury's typology). However, Bae and Lee88, for example, have integrated 
the user criteria at the information selection level (Process 2 of Maybury's typology). They 
argue that their text summarisation approach pioneers a reader-oriented rather than text-
oriented methodology, motivated by their view that what may be structurally important in a 
text may not necessarily correspond with the reader's conception of importance. The reader-
oriented selection criteria are not confined to a particular domain; however, as with other 
earlier text summarisation approaches, the system operates on narrative texts and may 
therefore require substantial modification for the summarisation of the expository journal 
article. 
2.5.2 Sentence extraction: the continued advocation of statistical methods 
Other researchers still argue that the understanding and generation processes required of the 
text summarisation approach (including the above summary generation) is currently beyond 
the state of the art, producing only domain dependent toy systems. 89 90 They believe that 
automatic abstracting should aim to be domain independent, limiting itself to Processes 1 and 
2 ofMaybury's typology (analysis and identification/selection of the relevant information) by 
using primarily statistical techniques and sentence extraction methods respectively. This, they 
argue, is the way forward if systems are to become commercially viable. 
The ANES system, for example, devised by Brandow, Mitze and Rau9 \ uses a) statistical 
analysis to identifY signature words (calculated by a term frequency times inverted document 
frequency measure, contrasting with many early sentence extraction approaches); b) sentence 
weighting by summing the signature words; and c) sentence selection, according to sentence 
weighting, position in the document and the presence of anaphoric expressions (with 
aggregation and other heuristics included to improve coherency). The strength of this system 
is its domain independent design, with the user being informed a priori if a particular 
document cannot be summarised; however, as with the majority of extraction approaches, 
there are still some coherency problems (e.g. dangling anaphoric references) despite the 
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added heuristic measures. The system achieved an encouraging 68-78% subjective 
acceptability rating by users, and consequently the researchers are to pursue its development. 
They also plan to investigate the production of goal-directed summaries by encoding terms 
specific to user needs into their list of signature words, thus mirroring the trend found in the 
previously discussed summary generation research. 
Salton et al92 have also adopted statistical methods; however, in an attempt to resolve the 
perennial coherency problems, the unit of extraction is the paragraph rather than the sentence. 
The approach is innovative, applying ideas from the automatic hypertext link generation 
between documents to produce intra-document links. In brief, the resulting summary 
comprises those paragraphs which contain the highest number of links to other paragraphs in 
the document, with transitional paragraphs being added where necessary to aid coherency. 
This method identifies and utilises the functionality of certain paragraphs within a text; a 
similar approach was adopted by Benbrahim and Ahmad93 which used lexical. cohesion 
analysis to identify links between sentences, categorising the functionality of sentences as 
'topic opening', 'topic closing', 'central' or 'marginal'. 
2.5.3 Utilising textual structure 
Again these systems attempt to provide a domain-independent solution to the problem of 
automatic abstracting; as such, they do not rely on detailed semantic analysis of a text, but on 
its rhetorical structure. As discussed, methods which explore textual structure are not new 
(e.g. cue method, indicator phrase method) however, recent research has attempted to gain a 
deeper understanding. 
Research in this area includes enhanced sentence extraction. For example, from an analysis 
of ten journal articles , Johnson et al94 found that sentences containing non-anaphoric noun-
phrases typically introduced key information. Consequently, they developed a system which 
uses a set of sentence selection/rejection rules to identify such 'pivotal' sentences. This was 
accomplished by combining the deletion of subsidiary/dependent sentences - which rely on 
'pivotal' sentences for their meaning (e.g. those introduced by a rhetorical connectives, 
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anaphoric expressions, incomplete comparative conjunctions etc.) - with more established 
indicator phrase and cue word selection methods. In theory, then, this should mitigate the 
coherency problem of extracts, as the selected sentences are all independent of each other. 
Evaluation by the researchers revealed this to be the case, although improvement was 
required in other areas such as the reduction of abstract length. 
Other researchers have utilised textual structure on a larger scale. Jones and Paice95 
exploited the stereotypical structure of the research article and abstracts (drawing on the 
discourse analysis work of Liddy) by adapting the artificial intelligence frame-based 
approach. They proposed a 'select and generate' method which uses an 'abstract-frame', 
whereby the text is scanned (using presentational and lexical clues) to fill, appropriately, slots 
representing concepts and roles found in a typical abstract; the final output is then generated 
from this abstract template. The method was tested in the dornain of agricultural journal 
articles; however, the authors claim that a structural frame-based approach will desirably 
prove more portable than the semantic frames used by text summarisation approaches. 
Additionally, it may also be adapted to meet specific user needs, as frame 'slots' can be 
adjusted accordingly to produce tailored abstracts. 
Mitkov, Le Roux and Descles% also adopted principles from an alternative research 
paradigm, by incorporating linguistic selection and rejection rules into a knowledge-based 
approach. It is claimed that a text summarisation approach is desirable but unrealistic in a 
real world setting, consequently an intermediary approach is proposed which includes the 
respective domain knowledge, believed by these researchers to be a prerequisite for 
determining information importance, and an extract and rearrange architecture which utilises 
textual clues. On this evidence, clearly the debate of domain dependent versus domain 
independent is still thriving. 
2.5.4 The emergence of commercial systems 
Thus far, the systems discussed in this review are all prototypes. This author has identified 
six commercially available systems which utilise a variety of the methods discussed in this 
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review, details of which can be found in Table 2.1. Informal enquiries also revealed that 
Fretweli-Downing and Soutron are considering incorporating automatic abstracting facilities 
into their library systems. However, as this review has highlighted, despite almost 40 years of 
research, automatic abstracting is presently overwhelmingly confined to an experimental 
domain and it seems that for the very near future this will continue to be the case. 
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 
This review has attempted to characterise almost 40 years of research into automatic 
abstracting. Initially, research fell quite neatly into the two approaches of sentence extraction 
and text sumrnarisation; however, due to some cross-fertilisation of methods, this distinction 
is becoming increasingly blurred. Such interdisciplinary cooperation is welcomed, as it will 
allow the strengths of certain approaches to mitigate the weaknesses of others. It may also 
encourage a much-needed clarification of the aims of automatic abstracting research. 
Researchers still disagree (and probably will continue to do so) as to the extent to which it is 
desirable and feasible to imitate the human-produced abstract, and their system design reflects 
their stance regarding this. It has been argued by some that lofly ambitions need to be 
curtailed if systems are to incorporate the domain independence and robustness necessary for 
commercial viability; however, a selection of the few which are currently on the market do 
attempt to simulate the human abstracting process. Although further understanding of human 
sumrnarisation processes is desirable, future research also needs to reassess the aims of 
automatic abstracting in relation to users and their needs, perhaps aiming to complement, 
not replace, the classical abstract. Focus should be directed towards the scope and 
capabilities inherent in the electronic medium, rather than looking to paper for inspiration. 
Table 2.1: A selection of commercially available abstracting/summarising systems* 
COMPANY NAME COUNTRY PRODUCT BRIEF DESCRIPTION KNOWLEDGE BASE TYPE OF OUTPUT 
OF ORIGIN 
Oracle Corporation USA ConText Utilises grammatical 600,000 words/ phrases 'Read' (50-60%) 
http://www.oracle.com/ structures and thematic with up to 1000 units of 
Option available on progression weightings linguistic knowledge. 'Glance' 
Oracle 7 RDBMS and rankings. (20-30%) 
-
Iconovex Corporation USA AnchorPage Combines syntactic rules 130,000 words, but plans Indicative abstracts 
http://www.iconovex. using syntactica and semantic weightings. to increase. Customised with hypertext links to 
corn engine lexicons available. original text. 
Software Scientific Ltd. UK Interrogator, driven Driven by natural language Stores meaning of words Various lengths, 
http://ourworld. by Concept Engine user queries. Identifies and context of use. interactively specified 
compuserve.com/ relevant concepts in query, Inferencing capabilities to by user. 
homepages/ swsci/ and fmds corresponding recognise inexplicit words 
sentences in text. associated to those of 
query. Can be 
customised. 
lnText Systems USA&UK Object Analyzer Uses 'heuristic learning' None, only list of 'noise' Summaries at 1-99% 
http://www.intext.com involving document words. of original length. 
structure, NLP, statistical 
weighting and ranking. 
Intell X A USA SummaryEXpress Identifies salient noun Not specified Quick-read summary; 
http://www.datatimes. phrases via NLP and enriched summary 
corn!intellxlindex.htrnl relevance ranking 
British Telecom UK ProSum: Sentence extraction method Not specified Tailored summaries 
http://transend.labs. Online or for Word combining NLP and by user interests 
bt.cornl statistical techniques. (keywords), length 
Enhanced version of and other 
NetSumm configurations. 
Summary alone or full 
text with highlighted 
summary. 
• Based on company websites and Products in perspective: summarising software for publishing. Digital Publisher, 1996, I( 4), 15-20. 
APPLICATIONS 
Internet /corporate 
intranets; news/ 
multimedia archival; 
research databases; 
library management 
systems, etc. 
Web publishing, 
particularly corporate 
intranets. 
Business, govenunent, 
law enforcement; 
Intemet/Intranets; 
Document 
management systems, 
e.g. Lotus Notes. 
Corporate Intranets; 
Web publishing; 
ernail. 
Product is integral 
part of online business 
infonnation network 
service, supplying 
news articles etc. 
WWW documents, 
25p per summary. 
Add on enhancement 
for Microsoft Word, 
£49. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
3.1 DEVISING AN APPROACH 
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Much has been discussed but little done in terms of the evaluation of automatic abstracts. 
Research which has addressed "the thorny question" of evaluation 1 has focused mainly on the 
inherent quality of the abstract, such as readability, length, precision and recall effectiveness 
during use in Boolean based document retrieval. Such intrinsic evaluation has its merits, but 
it leaves out the most important element of the 'abstracting equation', namely the user. 
Participants of the Dagstuhl seminar on text summarisation primarily advocated the extrinsic 
evaluation of automatic abstracts, which focuses on uses and users. 2 Johnson asserts: 
The factor determining the success should not be whether the system reproduces equivalent 
human abstracts but whether it relates to users' needs, and capabilities, for the effective 
management and use of large amounts of stored information. 3 
It has been recognised that user needs and purposes for using abstracts may be quite 
individual and multivarious; thus, a fully extrinsic approach would require investigation into 
specifically why and how groups of people use abstracts, together with their general 
information needs which would then form the criteria for abstract evaluation. Thus, as 
discussed in Chapter 1, evaluation is based on the 'actual use' of, rather than the general 
'assumed purposes' of abstracts. Another approach, which could be combined with either 
intrinsic or extrinsic evaluation, is to assess the automatic abstract against the benchmark of 
the human-produced abstract. Whilst some researchers4 have reservations regarding a direct 
human-machine comparison, Endres-Niggemeyer5 believes some comparison to be perfectly 
warranted, as abstracts "produced both automatically and by humans have to be used by 
humans in the same context. "6 
The above factors were taken into consideration during development of the present 
methodology. A full extrinsic analysis, including an extensive user study, was thought 
desirable; however, it was beyond the time constraints of this current study. A completely 
intrinsic analysis was similarly rejected, as it was ideologically contrary to this author's belief 
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that abstracts should be assessed by users according to purpose, and not by inherent abstract 
characteristics. The evaluation method of this study, therefore, is somewhat hybrid. 
3.2 EVALUATION CRITERIA 
The main aim of the empirical part of this study is to assess the extent to which an automatic 
abstract can satisfY the documented purposes of abstract use. Evaluation criteria were 
developed by examination of the general 'assumed purposes' of abstracts contained in the 
ANSI and /SO Standards and additional abstracting manuals, rather than the ideal, but 
unfeasible, empirical evidence of 'actual use.' It was decided to assess abstract adequacy 
along 6 parameters: 
1. Presence of the key content (purpose, methods, results, conclusions) and its ease of 
identification in the abstract by users 
2. Comprehensibility 
3. Adequacy for user relevancy judgements and accuracy as a document representation 
4. General informativeness 
5. Surrogate potential 
6. Overall rating 
Evaluation was user-driven (by evaluation form, see Appendix 2), whereby both task-based 
and subjective judgements, the latter scored on a five-point scale, were employed as metrics 
for the above parameters. It was thought important to include some task-based evaluation 
for reasons suggested by participants of the Dagstuhl seminar that "an abstract is as good as 
the level of performance a user using it can reach with its help".7 The parameter metrics were 
as follows: 
• Parameter I: A task-based exercise whereby participants were asked to read an abstract 
in isolation of the full text document and, where possible, identifY the purpose, methods, 
results and conclusions of the abstracted article. Subjective judgements were then obtained 
by asking respondents to judge the ease of identification of each specific key content 
element along a five-point scale (Difficult- Quite difficult- Fair- Quite eazy- Eazy). 
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• Parameter 2: Participants were asked to judge, on the same five-point scale, how easy 
they found the abstract to read. The time taken to complete the above parameter 1 task 
was recorded, beginning from when participants began reading the abstract and ending 
when the key content had, as far as possible, been identified. This measurement was thus 
intended to encompass both reading and assimilation time, as an additional and more 
objective assessment of comprehensibility. 
• Parameter 3: On the basis of the abstract alone, participants were asked to assess the 
relevancy of the full article to their research/teaching interests. The 6 options provided 
were: Probably relevant -Probably irrelevant- Definitely relevant- Definitely irrelevant 
- Definitely only slightly relevant - Not sure; need to see full article. Participants were 
then shown the full text of the article, and asked if it conformed with expectations gained 
from reading the abstract; 4 options were provided: Yes, it is completely what I had 
expected- Yes, it conforms with most of my expectations- No, it conforms with only some 
of my expectations- No, it is completely different to what I had expected. If participants 
had answered no, they were asked to specify in what ways the full text article differed 
from their expectations. Finally, participants were asked again to judge the relevancy of 
the article to their research/teaching interests, but this time by reading the full-text article; 
it was thought in this instance that only 3 options were now necessary because after 
reading the full article a relevancy judgement should, in theory, be absolute: Relevant -
Slightly relevant - Irrelevant. A subjective judgement was elicited on a five-point scale 
(Very poor - Poor - Adequate - Good - Very good) regarding the sufficiency of the 
information content of the abstract for deciding if the article was relevant to the 
participant's interests 
The rationale behind the above task was that a good abstract should enable users to make a 
relevancy judgement. Such a judgement may be positive or negative (i.e. relevant or 
irrelevant) but it should be definite. If on the basis of the abstract, participants answer 
'probably relevant', 'probably irrelevant' or 'not sure; need to see full article', then the 
abstract is perhaps not completely fulfilling its function. The adequacy of the abstract can also 
be measured by assessing whether this initial relevancy judgement subsequently changes after 
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reading the full text document, and, if so, the extent of this change. Similarly, the accuracy of 
the document as a representation is assessed by examining any changes in participant 
expectations again after reading the full text of the document. As Collinson8 believes, there 
should be no surprises for the reader. 
• Parameter 4: Participants were asked to judge on a five-point scale (Very poor - Poor -
Adequate - Good - Very good) the informativeness of the abstract with reference to the 
full text of the document. 
• Parameter 5: Participants were asked to rate, on the same five-point scale, the surrogate 
potential of the abstract with reference to the full text of the document. 
• Parameter 6: Participants were asked to give the abstract an 'overall rating' according to 
the same five-point scale. 
In addition to the above parameters, on completion of the evaluation, participants were asked 
to rank a series of 'desirable properties' of informative abstracts as specified in the standards 
and abstracting manuals, in order that some idea could be gained as to the criteria used by 
individual participants during their evaluation; an 'other (please specifY)' category was also 
included to allow participants to add their own criteria. 
Both automatic and human-produced abstracts were evaluated by participants to ensure that 
a benchmark for analysing the utility of the automatic abstracts was provided. However, 
direct comparison of a human and machine produced abstract of the same journal article by 
the same participant was thought undesirable, as the main premise of this study is that 
automatic abstracts should be assessed according to a set of utility criteria, and not as to how 
well they resemble the corresponding human-produced abstract. Thus, each participant 
evaluated one human-produced abstract and one automatic abstract of two different journal 
articles. It was thought important to eradicate a perceived flaw in Black and Johnson's9 
experiment which instructed participants to show a preference for either a human-produced 
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or an automatic abstract of different journal articles along several parameters, e.g. "Which 
abstract did you find easier to read?". Their approach failed to recognise that the potential 
difference in the structure and content of each journal article (input factors) is a variable 
which may affect participants' abstract preference. Input factors are clearly extremely 
difficult to control; however, it was thought that their effects and influence on participants 
could be minimised and, subsequently, more easily isolated if participants were asked to judge 
each abstract independently according to the five-point scales outlined previously. Human 
and machine comparisons could then be made by the author during the analysis stage, as 
opposed to the participants during the experimental stage. 
3.3 THE PARTICIPANTS 
The abstracts were evaluated by 8 members of the lecturing staff from the Department of 
Information and Library Studies, Loughborough University. The participants were self-
chosen, i.e. volunteers. 
3.4 DATA CORPUS 
3.4.1 The journal articles 
It was argued in Chapter 1 that the ANS/ and ISO Standards were applicable mainly to 
scientific research articles which have a clear purpose-methods-results-conclusions structure, 
and, in these cases, a good abstract would include such content. Content specification for 
non-empirical journal articles is more opaque, and consequently lacking in the standards and 
literature. Therefore, in order that parameter 1 (presence of the key content of the source 
document) could be properly tested, abstracts of empirical journal articles from the field of 
information and library science, a constraint imposed by the participants' research interests, 
were required. Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining such suitable data within the 
time constraints of the study which satisfied all of the following conditions: empirical journal 
articles; availability of a corresponding human-produced informative abstract; and availability 
of the full-text article in machine readable form, for generation of the automatic abstract. 
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Aslib Publications were contacted and kindly agreed to supply articles in machine readable 
form. Originally, the chosen articles were selected from one journal, Aslib Proceedings, in 
order to control for the input variable of journal type. However, unfortunately in the event, 
this journal was found to be held in machine readable form for the latest three months only; 
consequently, articles were also chosen from the journal Program. Both Aslib Proceedings 
and Program are refereed journals, although the former is an academic journal and the latter 
a professional one. The problems encountered during acquisition of this data, together with 
the number of participants volunteering, limited the final number of abstracts evaluated. 
Originally, it was hoped to have 12 participants evaluating the abstracts of 6 journal articles, 
but this was later scaled-down to 8 participants and 4 articles, comprising 2 articles from 
Aslib Proceedings and 2 from Program, which were numbered 1-4. The reason for selecting 
4 articles rather than a minimum of 2 was to minimise the risk of evaluating an 
unrepresentative abstract sample. 
Article 1: 
Article 2: 
Article 3: 
Article 4: 
Furness, K.L. & M.E. Graham. The use of information technology in 
special libraries in the UK. Program, 1996, 30(1), 23-27. 
Marsden, M. & D. Nicholas. The information needs of parents. Aslib 
Proceedings, 1997, 49(1), 5-7. 
Blunden-EIIis, J. LAMDA: a project investigating new opportunities in 
document delivery. Program, 1996, 30(4), 385-390. 
Ogunrombi, S.A. Exhibitions in university libraries: the Nigerian experience. 
Aslib Proceedings, 1997, 49(1), 9-12. 
3.4.2 The human-produced abstracts 
The human-produced abstracts of the above journal articles were taken from Current 
awareness abstracts of library and information management literature, 10 published by Aslib. 
It was decided that these informative abstracts written by professional abstractors, rather than 
the more indicative author abstracts which preceded journal articles, would be a more 
suitable benchmark for the evaluation of automatic abstracts; the rationale for this was 
threefold: 
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1. Informative abstracts are the preferred form in the ANSI and ISO standards, on which the 
evaluation criteria were based. 
2. The automatic abstracting system used was of the sentence extraction variety and 
therefore could not reproduce the distinctive abstractor viewpoint of indicative abstracts 
(see Chapter 1, p.ll). The system also tends to produce longer abstracts which 
correspond more closely with informative abstracts. 
3. Professionally produced human abstracts may add increased rigor and consistency to the 
experiment than author abstracts, which have been claimed to vary in quality. 11 
3.4.3 The automatic abstracts 
The automatic abstracts of the chosen 4 journal articles were generated by the NetSumm 
system, produced by British Telecom Laboratories and currently freely available on the 
Internet (http://www.labs.bt.com/innovate/informat/netsumml). t The system utilises a 
domain independent sentence extraction method which combines natural language and 
statistical techniques to build up a model of the 'core structure' of an article, and then scores 
each sentence according to how well it is connected to this core model; sentences with 
scores above a certain threshold (which can be interactively user specified) are included in the 
summary/abstract. 12 The system is designed primarily for the summarisation of Web pages; 
however there is also a 'cut and paste' facility which will accept any data in machine readable 
form. 
The selected 4 journal articles were each read into Microsoft Word 6 as a plain text file, and 
then 'copied and pasted' into NetSumm to generate an abstract. Due to the interactive nature 
of NetSumm, a version of the abstract was chosen which most closely matched the length of 
the equivalent human-produced abstract. Abstract length was considered a variable, rather 
than a quality criterion for reasons apparent in Borko and Bernier's assertion: 
t Since completion of this investigation, NetSumm has been superseded by ProSum and is now commercially 
available (for details see Table 2.1, p. 38). 
The answer to the question, How long should an abstract be? is paralleled by the 
answer to another question: How long should a piece of string be? The answer is 
this: just enough to wrap up the package. Predetermined lengths are as absurd for 
abstracts as for string. 13 
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Indeed, the NetSumm abstracts are more accurately extracts, and could therefore merit a 
longer document representation than its more condensed human-produced counterpart, in 
order that the proportion of information content in each remain similar. However, in the 
event, the automatic abstracts were longer than human-produced versions for Articles 1 and 
3 only (both from Program), the reverse being the case for Articles 2 and 4 (Aslib 
Proceedings). The reason for not using similarly slightly longer automatic abstracts for 
Articles 2 and 4, was due to the nature of Article 4 which contained many numbered lists. 
The NetSumm system finds such lists problematic as they are basically summaries in 
themselves. 14 As a result, the longer automatic abstract selected elements of these lists 
seemingly indiscriminately, which it was thought would prove confusing for the reader; in 
contrast, the shorter abstract conveyed less information but omitted these lists completely and 
was therefore chosen for the current evaluation. As this problem is clearly recognised by the 
producers of NetSumm, it was thought unnecessary to pursue it further during this evaluation. 
A slightly shorter automatic abstract was also used for Article 2 (also from Aslib 
Proceedings) in order that consistency could be maintained. Actual abstract length in relation 
to the full-text article is detailed in Chapter 4, as part of the analysis. 
3.5 PROCEDURE AND PRACTICALITIES 
Each of the 8 participants evaluated one automatic abstract and one human-produced abstract 
of two different articles that were each named either 'Abstract A' or 'Abstract B'. Thus, in 
order to control the order in which the human-produced and automatic abstracts were seen 
and evaluated, participants were split randomly into 2 groups; Group X saw the human-
produced abstract first, whilst Group Y saw the automatic abstract first. Participants were 
then assigned their particular abstracts for evaluation. In order to secure initial participant 
interest in the experiment, an attempt was made to match, where possible, the abstracts of 
particular articles to the research/teaching interests of participants. Where no match was 
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possible, participants were randomly assigned to particular abstracts. The final allocation can 
be represented schematically: 
Figure 3.1: Allocation of abstracts to participants 
ABSTRACT A 
Participant 1: Group X Article I (human) 
Participant 2: Group X Article I (human) 
Participant 3: Group Y Article 1 (machine) 
Participant 4: Group Y Article 1 (machine)· 
Participant 5: Group X Article 3 (human) . . 
Pa~icipant 6: Group X . Article 3 (human) 
··. · ... • Participant?:. (Jrou. p Yi ) <. • , Article3 (maclti.ne) · .. 
• Participant 8: Group Y • · · Article3 (niac!Une) 
ABSTRACTS 
Article 2 (machine) 
Article 2 (machine) 
Article 2 (human) 
Article 2 (human) 
Article 4 (niachine) 
(Article 4 (machjne) .. 
· · • Article 4 (human)',' 
· Article4(human) 1 •· ·. 
Thus, it can be seen from Figure 3.1 that, in order to increase reliability, each abstract was 
evaluated by two different participants. 
Participants were provided with a set of instructions, two evaluation forms (as outlined in 
Section 3.2), an automatic and human-produced abstract and the two corresponding full-text 
journal articles; the instructions, evaluation forms and abstracts can be found in Appendices 
1-3 respectively. The experiment was a blind test; thus, participants were told only that the 
purpose of the experiment was to elicit views on informative abstracts. To counteract undue 
prejudice, all the abstracts were word-processed so as to be visually similar, and the few 
headings or references to figures/tables appearing in the automatic abstracts were removed 
(see Appendix 4 for the original presentation of a NetSumm abstract).~ Thus, the abstracts 
were simply accompanied by the heading 'Abstract AIB' and title of the journal article; 
journal title and author were omitted in order that judgements were made on subject 
information alone and not author or journal credibility. The abstracts and full-text journal 
articles were provided in 4 envelopes for each participant according to their allocation in the 
scheme previously outlined in Figure 3. 1; these were labelled: 
~ ProSum, the enhanced version of NetSumm, now allows users to specijy the removal of such headings a 
priori. 
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• Envelope I: Abstract A 
• Envelope 2: Article A 
• Envelope 3: Abstract B 
• Envelope 4: Article B 
The two evaluation forms were also labelled A and B, and were identical except for the 
additional ranking criteria of desirable abstract qualities, discussed in Section 3 .2, included on 
Form B (Appendix 2). Participants were informed to use Form A for the evaluation of 
Abstract A and Form B for Abstract B; only to open envelopes in accordance with the 
instructions; and to evaluate the abstracts in strict succession during a single time period. 
Participants completed the experiment at their own convenience during the time-scale of a 
week. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In order to assess the extent to which automatic abstracts are adequate and acceptable in the 
eyes of users, they are compared with the benchmark results obtained for equivalent human-
produced abstracts. The results comprise subjective score ratings and task-based evaluation, 
and are presented in three main sections. The first involves an overall comparison of the total 
scores obtained for human and machine abstracts; the second illustrates the breakdown and 
discussion of these scores and the results of the task-based evaluation in relation to the 6 
parameters of abstract purpose outlined in Chapter 3, p.46; the final section details the qualities 
thought most desirable in the abstract. 
4.1 OVERALL COMPARISON: HUMAN AND MACHINE 
4.1.2 Total scores 
Total scores (across all purpose parameters) for the human and machine abstracts were each 
calculated by summing the subjective five-point rating scores for each item on the evaluation 
form (questions 2 and 4, Appendix 2): scores were obtained for each participant's evaluation 
of both a human and machine abstract, which were then totalled, and a percentage 
'acceptability rating' of the maximum score of 45 calculated. 
Table 4.1: Comparison of scores and acceptability rating (%) by participant, group and total 
GROUP AND MACHINE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
PARTICIPANT SCORE %OF SCORE %OF 
(Article number) MAXIMUM (Article number) MAXIMUM 
SCORE SCORE 
GROUP X (Human first) 
Participant I 29 (2) 64.4 29 (1) 64.4 
Participant 2 28 (2) 62.2 38 (1) 84.4 
Participant 5 26 (4) 57.8 43 (3) 95.6 
Participant 6 31 (4) 68.9 30 (3) 66.7 
TOTAL 114 63.3 140 77.8 
GROUP Y (Machine first) 
Participant 3 36 (1) 80.0 32 (2) 71.1 
Participant 4 31 (1) 68.9 30 (2) 66.7 
Participant 7 30 (3) 66.7 20 (4) 44.4 
Participant 8 30 (3) 66.7 43 (4) 95.6 
TOTAL 127 70.6 125 69.4 
GRAND TOTAL 241 66.9 265 73.6 
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It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the human abstracts (73.6% acceptability) proved to be 
only 6.7% more acceptable than the machine abstracts (66.9% acceptability). A Wilcoxon 
matched-pairs signed-ranks test was performed to assess whether this difference in score was 
significant, the null hypothesis being that: there is no difference between the acceptability of 
human and machine-produced abstracts (see Appendix SA for the calculation). If the value 
obtained is equal to or less than the critical value then rejection of the null hypothesis is 
warranted, which (in this case) would suggest that the higher score awarded to the human-
produced abstract is significant and thus probably not a chance occurrence. This particular 
non-parametric test was selected owing to the ordinal and related nature of the two sets of 
data. 
Following calculation, the observed value, 10. 5, was greater than t = 2 at 5% significance 
level, therefore the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. We may conclude that although the 
human abstracts were judged more acceptable than the automatic abstracts, the difference is 
not significant. It should be noted, however, that the calculation of this test is based on the 
difference in scores by each participant for a human and machine abstract of different journal 
articles (as opposed to scores by different participants for a human and machine abstract of 
the same journal article), therefore it does not take into account the variation in input source 
documents, but only the fact that the abstract was produced either manually or mechanically. 
As such, abstracts are compared with respect to journal article in Section 4.1.4. 
4.1.3 Effect of the order in which the abstracts were seen on total score 
Table 4.1. shows that Group X, which saw the human abstract first, rated the human abstract 
(77.8%) as more acceptable than the machine version (63.3%), whilst conversely, Group Y, 
which saw the machine abstract first, rated the machine abstract (70.6%) as more acceptable 
than the human abstract (69.4%). Indeed, only 1 person out of 4 in Group X gave their 
machine abstract the higher score, whereas in Group Y, the proportion was 3 out of 4. A 
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was performed to determine if the difference 
between the scores for the human and machine abstract was significant for either group. The 
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null hypothesis for each group was as previously: there is no difference between the 
acceptability of human and machine-produced abstracts. As there were only 4 participants 
in each group, this test was calculated on the basis of the difference between the paired 
subjective scores along the 6 purpose parameters (see p.61, Table 4.4, column 1). 
As expected, the difference between the scores for Group Y was not significant; however for 
Group X a value of zero was observed which is equal to t = 0 at the 10% significance level. 
We can therefore reject the null hypothesis in the case of Group X, which saw the human 
abstract first. This indicates that the order in which the abstracts were seen, to a certain 
degree, influenced the judgements of participants. It also suggests that participants were 
more disposed to the machine abstract if they had seen it first. 
4.1.4 Total scores by journal article 
The total scores for the human and machine abstracts for each journal article is also worthy of 
consideration. 
Table 4.2: Total scores and acceptability rating{%} by journal article 
ABSTRACT MACHINE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
SCORE %OF MAXIMUM SCORE % OFMAXIMUM 
SCORE SCORE 
Article 1 67 74.4 67 74.4 
Article 2 57 63.3 62 68.9 
Article 3 60 66.7 73 81.1 
Article 4 57 63.3 63 70.0 
Table 4.2 illustrates that the human abstracts were given the higher rating for Articles 2, 3 
and 4, whilst both human and machine abstracts were rated equally acceptable for Article 1. 
A Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank test was calculated for each of those articles 
displaying a difference (i.e. 2-4) to determine if this was significant. The null hypothesis was 
as above, and the test calculated the difference between the paired scores for the human and 
machine abstracts along the 6 purpose parameters. 
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The difference between the human and machine scores for Article 2 was found to be non-
significant, as the observed value 5 was greater than both t = 0 at the 5% level and t = 2 at 
the 10% level; for Article 4, the observed value 3 was similarly greater than the critical 
values. However for Article 3, a significant difference was observed at the 10% level, 
whereby the observed value was equal to t = 2. We can conclude, therefore, that the human 
and machine abstracts were found to be equally acceptable for Article 1, and although there is 
a difference between the human and machine scores for Articles 2 and 4, this is not significant 
and thus does not constitute rejection of the null hypothesis; in the case of Article 3, the 
human abstract was rated significantly better at the 10% level. 
In addition to the human abstract for Article 3 being rated significantly better than its machine 
version, Table 4.2 shows that it was also given the highest rating amongst the four human 
abstracts. A possible reason for this is that this particular abstract was written by a different 
abstractor than the other three human abstracts. A closer examination of the human Article 3 
abstract in relation to the source document revealed that, unlike the other human abstracts, it 
is actually little more than an extract of key sentences (as in the sentence extraction tradition 
of automatic abstracting). This raises the interesting and perenillal issue as to the utility and 
acceptability of the extract compared to the abstract, which is also a sub-debate of human 
versus automatic abstracting, being that the majority of abstracting systems currently extract 
entire sentences. The fact that, here, a human prepared extract was given a higher rating than 
professionally produced abstracts, rather ironically lends support to the continuation of 
research into automatic abstracting using sentence extraction methods. The above 
observation, however, is based on a single chance result, thus clearly further investigation is 
needed. 
It can also be seen in Table 4.2 that in the case of both the human and machine abstracts, 
Articles 1 and 3 were given the two highest total scores. This may be due simply to the 
idiosyncratic subjective scoring amongst the different participants, a factor which necessitates 
investigation via more extensive research with larger evaluator samples. However, it will be 
remembered from Chapter 3 that both Articles 1 and 3 were taken from the 
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professional journal Program, whereas Articles 2 and 4 were from the academic journal Aslib 
Proceedings. Thus, characteristics particular to journal type may have influenced the scores. 
Further investigation using abstracts of articles from different types of journals would be 
needed to explore this finding. 
Individual participant interest in the subject matter of the article may have also affected the 
abstract's evaluation. 
Table 4.3: Relevance of article to participants 
NUMBER AND TYPE OF RESPONSE 
JOURNAL RELEVANT SLIGHIL Y RELEVANT IRRELEVANT 
Program 3 2 4 
Aslib Proceedings 0 I 7 
It can be seen from Table 4.3 that the Aslib Proceedings articles were found to be of less 
interest to the participants than the Program articles, which may have inadvertently resulted 
in participants being less predisposed to the Aslib Proceedings abstracts. It should also be 
noted that the Aslib Proceedings human and machine abstracts were seen second by all 
participants, which again may have affected their evaluation. This variable could be 
controlled, and thus investigated, by an improvement in the current research methodology in 
terms of the allocation of abstracts to participants; the reader may wish to compare the 
following alternative arrangement with that used in the current evaluation (see Figure 3.1, 
p.53 ). 
Figure 4.1: Alternative allocation of abstracts to participants 
Participant I : Group X 
Participant 2:. Group Y 
PartiCipant 3: ·. GroupY. 
Participant 4: Group X 
Participant 5: Group X 
Participant 6: Group Y 
Participant 7: Group Y/ 
Participant 8: Group X 
ABSTRACT A 
Article I (buman) 
Article 2 (machine) 
Article }(machine) , 
Article 2 (human) · 
Article 3 (buman) 
Article 4 (machine) 
< .Article 3 (lll3chine) 
Article 4 (human) 
. ABsniibriJ . 
Article 2 (machine) 
. Article. I (buman) 
' Article 2 (buman) · 
Article 1 (machine) 
Article 4 (machine) 
Article 3 (buman) 
Article 4 (buman) 
Article 3 (machine) 
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4.2 COMPARISON ACCORDING TO PURPOSE: HUMAN AND MACHINE 
4.2.1 General comparison of subjective parameter scores 
It is important to consider the distribution of the total scores, discussed in the previous 
section, across the 6 purpose parameters, in order to gain a more detailed and accurate 
assessment of the relative utility of human-machine abstracts along specific dimensions. 
Table 4.4: Scores, acceptability rating (%) and machine-human rating difference (%)for 
the 6 purpose parameters * 
MACIDNE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
% 
PARAMETER SCORE . %OF SCORE %OF DIFFERENCE 
(Evaluation form questions) MAXIMUM MAXIMUM SCORE SCORE 
I. Ease of identification of key 115 71.9 122 76.3 +4.4 
information (Q. 2a-d) (Human) 
2. Comprehensibility 27 67.5 29 72.5 +5.0 
(Q. 2e) (Human) 
3. Sufficiency of content for 32 80.0 31 77.5 +2.5 
relevancy judgement (Q. 4a) (Machine) 
4. General informativeness 23 57.5 28 70.0 + 12.5 
(Q. 4b) (Human) 
5. Surrogate potential 21 52.5 27 67.5 + 15.0 
(Q. 4c) (Human) 
6. Overall rating 23 57.5 28 70.0 + 12.5 
(Q. 4d) (Human) 
* Figures m brackets re for to the specific evaluatwn form questiOns used for scores (see AppendiX 2). 
Table 4.4 shows that the human abstracts scored higher than the machine versions along all 
parameters except parameter 3, although it should be noted that in this latter case the 
difference is only marginally in favour of the machine abstract. A mean acceptability rating 
was calculated for the human and machine abstracts using those parameters relating to 
specific dimensions (parameters 1-5) in order that this could be compared with the 'overall 
rating' score (parameter 6). This revealed that both results are indicative of a more 
favourable response towards the human abstracts than the machine versions, with mean 
acceptability ratings of65.9% (machine) and 72.8% (human) and comparable 'overall rating' 
acceptabilities of 57.5% (machine) and 70.0% (human). However, the difference between 
the machine and human abstracts for each pair of figures also suggests a relatively better 
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machine abstract performance (which should not be disregarded) along specific dimensions 
(6.9"/o difference) than that for the overall rating (12.5% difference). This stronger 
favourability towards the human abstract in the 'overall rating' scores is probably explained, 
firstly, by the highly subjective nature of the parameter itself and, secondly, by participants' 
natural tendency to recognise and favour holistically a human abstract as opposed to a 
machine version. 
A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was performed to examine whether the 
difference between the total scores for human and machine was significant across the 6 
purpose parameters, with the same null hypothesis: there is no difference between the 
acceptability of human and machine-produced abstracts (see Appendix SB for the 
calculation). The resultant observed value, I, was less than t = 2 at the 10% significance 
level, which warrants rejection of the null hypothesis that the human and machine abstracts 
are equally acceptable. Thus, if we compare this result with that of a previous Wilcoxon test 
on total score (Section 4.1.2, p.57) which calculated score differences according to 
participant as opposed to purpose, a conversely significant result is obtained, favouring the 
human abstract. This result coupled with the evidence above suggests that although the 
human and machine abstracts seem equally acceptable according to a rather crude and more 
superficial 'blanket' score, when this score is examined in terms of a more refined purpose 
classification, i.e. according to the 6 parameters, the human abstract generally performs 
significantly better; thus in relation to specific utility, the machine abstract seems less 
satisfactory. 
If the extent of difference (%) between the human and machine scores is examined for each 
of the subjective parameter ratings, it can be seen in Table 4.4 that the machine abstracts 
proved noticeably more acceptable for parameters 1-3 than for parameters 4-6. This suggests 
that, in comparison with the human abstracts, the machine abstracts are lower in 
informativeness and also make poorer surrogates. However, it may also reflect the nature of 
the parameter judgement; parameters 1-3 generally related to subjective judgements 
concerning particular tasks undertaken using the abstract, whilst parameters 4-6 were isolated 
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subjective quality judgements. This, to some extent, is consistent with the findings of Black 
and Johnson's1 evaluation which found that machine abstracts performed better in task-based 
utility evaluation than in relation to purely subjective quality judgements. Interestingly, 
however, this may also be the case for any type of abstract, be it human or machine 
produced, as exemplified by the results in Table 4.5. Thus, if these individual parameter 
scores for the human and machine abstracts are both ranked, it can be seen that the utility 
ranking of the human abstracts, although scoring higher, mirrors that of the machine 
abstracts: 
Table 4.5: Comparison of human-machine ranking of acceptability ratings(%) for 6 
parameters 
RANK MACHINE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
(IDGHEST -LOWESn % OF MAXIMUM SCORE % OF MAXIMUM SCORE 
I. Sufficiency of content for relevancy 80.0 77.5 
judgement 
2. Ease of identification of key 71.9 76.3 
information 
3. Comprehensibility 67.5 72.5 
4. (JOINT) General informativeness 57.5 70.0 
4. (JOIN!) Overall rating 57.5 70.0 
6. Surrogate potential 52.5 67.5 
4.2.2 Results of the task-based evaluation 
The results discussed so far have all related to the subjective rating scores by participants; it 
will be recalled from Chapter 3 that parameters 1-3 involved additional task-based evaluation. 
The results of these tasks are now presented and discussed in terms of a general 
human/machine comparison, and related to any correspondingly relevant subjective scores. 
Parameter 1: Ability to identify the key information 
Participants were asked to identify the purpose, methods, results and conclusions of the 
source document on the sole basis of the abstract. 
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Six participants were able to identify abstract content resembling all four key information 
elements for the human abstracts whilst only 4 were able to do this for the machine variety. 
Consequently, as expected, this finding concurs with the subjective scores (Table 4.4) for this 
parameter, for which the human abstracts were rated 4.4% more acceptable than the machine 
abstracts for ease of identification of this key information. 
Parameter 2: Comprehensibility: time taken to read abstract and identify key content 
The rationale behind this comprehensibility measure was that the shorter the time taken, the 
greater the comprehensibility of the abstract. Clearly, a direct relationship between 
comprehensibility and task completion time is a rather crude measure and cannot be proven, 
particularly owing to the fact that participants completed the evaluation in their own (often 
limited) time, i.e. they may have allocated a target completion time a priori. Consequently, 
any conclusions drawn from these findings should be treated with some caution. 
An overall mean time was calculated for both the human and machine abstract, revealing that 
the average task completion time was longer for the machine abstracts (7 minutes) than for 
the human abstracts (6.25 minutes). This result corresponds with the subjective 
comprehensibility rating for this parameter, as in this case the human abstract received a 5% 
higher score than that of the machine abstract. 
Parameter 3: a) Ability to make a relevancy judgements 
Participants were asked to judge the relevancy of the article to their research/teaching 
interests on the basis of the abstract alone, and subsequently on the basis of the full-text 
source article. As discussed in Chapter 3, it was assumed that for an abstract to have 
optimum utility in terms of this parameter, it should enable participants to make an absolute 
relevancy judgement (definitely relevant - definitely irrelevant - definitely only slightly 
relevant, both from reading the abstract and subsequently the source article); a probable 
judgement, subsequently confirmed, is less adequate but satisfactory; whilst a complete 
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change of judgement after reading the source article is least satisfactory, although this may 
depend on the extent of the change. 
Table 4.6: Number of people and type of relevancy judgement 
TYPE OF RELEVANCY JUDGEMENT NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
MAClllNE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
Confirmed definite judgement 3 6 
Confirmed probable judgement 4 1 
Change of probable judgement I I 
Change of definite judgement 0 0 
Table 4.6 shows that twice as many people were able to make an absolute relevancy 
judgement on the basis of the human abstracts than on the machine versions; the machine 
abstracts most often resulted in a probable relevancy judgement that was subsequently 
confirmed. Both the human and machine abstracts each have one change of judgement, 
however these were by the same participant, who focused on aspects which were of 
particular self relevance (in this case medical/health aspects) and then made an initial 
'probably relevant' judgement based on this, only to discover that the article was more 
general in coverage than expected and thus changed the final judgement to 'slightly relevant'. 
Although this study involved informative abstracts, as a slight aside, this finding perhaps 
illustrates a possible disadvantage of tailored abstracts, as, like this participant, if this same 
abstract had been designed for those interested in health information, it too would have 
focused on information pertinent to this group's interests, possibly to the exclusion of other 
more general information which may in fact typifY the journal article. Consequently, when the 
full article is consulted, the abstract in retrospect may seem somewhat misrepresentative. 
Thus, the finding that the human abstracts allowed the majority of participants to make an 
absolute (confirmed definite) relevancy judgement, whereas the machine abstracts primarily 
resulted in less certain confirmed probable judgements, contrasts with the subjective scores 
for this parameter. In this case, the machine abstracts scored 2.5% higher than the human 
abstracts in terms of the sufficiency of abstract content for enabling this relevancy judgement 
(Table 4.4). 
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Parameter 3: b) accuracy as a document representation 
Assessments of the accuracy of human and machine abstracts as document representations 
were also elicited as part of this task, by asking participants to what extent the full-text article 
conformed with the expectations created by reading the abstract alone. 
Table 4. 7: Abstract/source article compliance 
LEVEL OF EXPECTATION NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
FULFILMENT MACHINE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
Completely fulfilled 0 3 
Mostly fulfilled 5 1 
Only partially fulfilled 3 4 
Unfulfilled 0 0 
The above table demonstrates that, in the view of participants, the machine abstract did not 
fully comply with its source document, as no single participant's expectations were 
completely fulfilled; for the majority, however, their expectations were mostly fulfilled, whilst 
for some only partially fulfilled. In contrast, 3 out of 8 people believed that their human 
abstract to complied fully with its source document, and, surprisingly, half stated that their 
expectations were only partially fulfilled. 
The explanations given by participants for these 'partial fulfilment' assessments of both the 
human and machine abstracts are worthy of consideration, as they constitute observed 
weaknesses of the abstract concerned. For example, it was thought that the machine version 
of Article 1 failed to capture the breadth of statistical results contained in the source article. 
If the human and machine versions of this article are compared, it can be seen that the human 
abstract represents these statistical results indicatively, presumably to ensure complete 
coverage, whilst the machine version presents the results informatively, entailing partial, and 
thus somewhat unrepresentative, coverage. However, interestingly, this machine abstract did 
identify for inclusion, from a substantial array of statistical results, the one result thought 
most important by the article author (presented informatively in the author abstract). 
Therefore, although the machine abstract did not succeed in representing the breadth of 
results, it was seemingly able to extract the most kernel. Similar dissatisfaction was also 
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expressed by participants for the machine abstracts of Articles 2 and 4, with lack of clarity 
and detail being the main problem areas. 
The above comments would have been regarded as more problematic, had it not been for the 
fact that similar criticisms were also levied at the human abstracts. Comments related 
essentially to the balance of coverage in the abstract compared to the source article, including 
criticisms relating to both under-representation and over-representation of certain aspects, 
and a failure to mention certain factors thought to be important, e.g. that the work of a 
particular article was still in progress (which, incidentally, was included in the corresponding 
machine version). 
4.2.3 Specific variability according to journal article 
The analysis thus far has subsumed the results of the 4 journal articles used in this evaluation 
in a general human and machine comparison. This section, then, will allow for the fact that 
the abstracts are of different journal articles (input documents), by highlighting and discussing 
any individual variation, particularly in terms of the subjective parameter scores, found to 
contrast with the results presented to date, i.e. that the human abstracts were rated superior 
for all parameters except parameter 3. 
Table 4.8: Score and acceptability rating (1'/o) for each parameter by journal article* 
PARAMETER ARTICLE 1 ARTICLE2 ARTICLE3 ARTICLE4 
Machine Human Machine Human Machine Human Machine Human 
1. Identification of key 32 31 27 30 28 33 28 28 
information (80.0) (77.5) (67.5) (75.0) (70.0) (82.5) (70.0) (70.0) 
2. Comprehensibility 7 9 8 7 8 6 4 7 
(70.0) (90.0) (80.0) (70.0) (80.0) (60.0) (40.0) (70.0) 
3. Sufficiency of content 8 7 8 7 7 10 9 7 
for relevancy judgement (80.0) (70.0) (80.0) (70.0) (70.0) (IOO.Q) (90.0) (70.0) 
4. General 7 7 4 6 6 8 6 7 
informativeness (70.0) _(70.0) (40.0) (_60.0) _(60.0) 
- (80.01 (60.0) (70.0) 
5. Surrogate potential 6 6 5 6 5 8 5 7 
(60.0) (60.0) (50.0) (60.0) (50.0) (80.0) (50.0) (70.0) 
6. Overall rating 7 7 5 6 6 8 5 7 
(70.0) (70.0) (50.0) (60.0) (60.0) (80.0) (50.0) (70.0) 
* Figures m brackets are % of maximum score 
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Parameter 1: Identification of the key information 
Table 4.8 illustrates that the machine abstract of Article 1 was found to be highly conducive 
for the identification of the key information, being rated second only to the highest scoring 
human Article 3 and scoring slightly better than its corresponding human version. This result 
is somewhat atypical of the general findings for this parameter (Table 4.4). The high 
subjective score also collocates with the fact that both participants examining this particular 
machine abstract were able to identifY content in the abstract resembling purpose-method-
results-conclusions information, the only other machine abstract achieving this being that of 
Article 2 which was surprisingly given the lowest subjective score for this parameter (perhaps 
exemplifYing the scope for variation and occasional unrepresentativeness of subjective rating 
measures). 
It is worth considering those features inherent in the machine abstract of Article I which may 
have contributed to its high scoring in comparison with its other machine counterparts, and 
its lone superiority over its respective human version. The machine abstract of Article 1, in 
particular, is characterised by the clear linguistic signposting of the article author in sentences 
extracted for the abstract. For example, "This paper reports on the use of IT in special 
libraries ... " and ''The survey was completed during August and September 1994, its aims 
being ... " seem clearly to signal 'purpose information'; whilst the quantitative data (%) 
included in the abstract fulfilled typical expectations regarding 'results information'. 
Similarly, ''The survey has shown that..." indicates a concluding statement. Participants did, 
however, find identification of the method more problematic for this article abstract (both 
participants rating the ease of this as 'Fair'). The reason is again naturally inherent in the 
abstract as, unlike in the human version, the questionnaire methodology is not mentioned 
explicitly (in fact not a single sentence is extracted from the source document's methodology 
section) but was probably inferred by participants from the broader term 'survey' and the 
type of results presented, i.e. 'N respondents stated that...'. 
It can also be seen from Table 4.8 that the machine and human abstracts of Article 4 received 
an equal rating for this parameter. This can perhaps be explained, not by a good performance 
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by the machine abstract, but by a comparatively poor rating of the human version, being that 
it is noticeably lower in score than the other human abstracts. This low score was seemingly 
a combination of a reasonably high rating by one participant with an exceptionally low rating 
by another, highlighting the disadvantage of having only two participants examining each 
abstract. Therefore, for future research, an increase in participant number is clearly required 
to control and offset the potential for such polarisation in response, so that a representative 
score may be obtained. The advantage of a larger participant sample was recognised from 
the outset but, as discussed in Chapter 3, was beyond the scope and resources of the present 
study. 
Parameter 2: Comprehensibility 
Table 4.8 shows that 2 of the 4 machine versions (Articles 2 and 3) were given a higher 
subjective comprehensibility score than their human counterparts. This result again refines 
the general parameter result (Table 4.4). 
The scores for each article can also be examined in relation to more objective 
comprehensibility metrics, i.e. mean time taken to read and identifY the key content in the 
case of each abstract. 
Table 4.9: Mean comprehensibility time (minutes) for each article abstract 
MAClllNE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
ARTICLE I 7.5 6.5 
ARTICLE2 6.00 6.00 
ARTICLE3 6.5 6.00 
ARTICLE4 7.5 7.00 
As in the case of the general comparison, Table 4.9 seems to indicate that there is some 
connection between subjective comprehensibility scores and mean comprehensibility time, 
since the highest scoring machine abstracts for this parameter (Articles 2 and 3) had shorter 
mean tintes than those of Articles 1 and 4. However, this possible correlation is not fully 
supported by the results from the human abstracts for which Article 1 resulted in the second 
longest mean comprehensibility time but, conversely, the highest comprehensibility rating. 
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Abstract length (number of words) was also calculated in order to investigate if there was any 
relationship between this and comprehensibility scores or mean times. 
Table 4.10: Abstract length in words 
MACIDNE ABSTRACT HUMAN ABSTRACT 
ARTICLE I 594 249 
ARTICLE2 397 427 
ARTICLE 3 380 257 
ARTICLE4 206 290 
Table 4.10 suggests that there is no clear relationship between abstract length and 
comprehensibility scores/mean times. For example, the shortest machine a~stract (Article 4) 
was rated the least comprehensible of the machine abstracts and also involved the joint 
longest mean comprehensibility time. Similarly, the longest human abstract (Article 2) was 
scored joint second in terms of comprehensibility and involved the joint shortest mean 
comprehensibility time. 
It was discussed in Chapter 2 of this study, how automatic abstracts produced by sentence 
extraction teclmiques have frequently been criticised for their lack of textual cohesion (viz. 
dangling anaphors), which can hinder comprehensibility. With the notable exception of 
Article 4, it would seem that the machine abstracts were thought to be reasonably 
comprehensible in comparison to their human counterparts (Table 4.8). However, upon 
closer examination of the machine abstracts, several potentially ambiguous and misleading 
instances can be observed, which may have been overlooked by participants in their 
evaluation. For example, unresolved anaphors occur in the machine abstracts of Articles 1, 2 
and particularly 4; in the Article 1 abstract, a specific example is cited in isolation of any 
related prior generalised assertion; and similarly in the Article 2 abstract, a sentence prefaced 
by the semantically resultative conjunct 'so' appears without its associated previous 
proposition (see annotated abstracts in Appendix 3 for specific illustration of these examples). 
Therefore, although 3 of the 4 machine abstracts were given comprehensibility acceptability 
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ratings of 70% and above, they do display certain incohesive features which have the 
potential to confuse or mislead the reader. 
Parameter 3: Sufficiency of information content for making a relevancy judgement 
It can be seen from Table 4.8 that the machine abstracts scored slightly higher than their 
corresponding human versions for 3 out of the 4 journal articles, the exception being Article 
3 for which the human abstract received an exceptional maximum utility rating. As such, this 
slight superiority of the machine abstract generally reflects the overall comparison result for 
this parameter (Table 4.4). However, it will be recalled from section 4.2.2, p.64-65 that this 
machine superiority was not borne out in the actual relevancy judgements of the participants, 
since twice as many of them were able to make a confirmed definite relevancy judgement 
from the human abstracts than from the machine versions. 
The finding that the machine abstracts scored subjectively higher, but displayed less utility in 
the task-based relevancy judgements than the human versions, can be explored further by 
.· comparing the two sets of results for each article. 
Table 4.11: Type of relevancy judgement (no. of people) and parameter 3 scores by article 
ARTICLE TYPE OF RELEVANCY JUDGEMENT SCORE(%) 
AND NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
Confirmed Confirmed Change of Change of Sufficiency of content 
definite probable probable definite for relevancy judgement. 
ARTICLE 1: Machine 2 8 (80.0) 
Human 1 1 7 (70.0) 
ARTICLE 2: Machine 1 1 8 (80.0) 
Human 1 1 7 (70.0) 
ARTICLE 3: Machine 2 7 (70.0) 
Human 2 10 (IOO.Ol 
ARTICLE 4: Machine 2 9 (90.0) 
Human 2 7 (70.0) 
Table 4.11 demonstrates some correlation between the type of relevancy judgement arising 
from each abstract and its subsequent subjective rating in terms of this judgement. For 
example, the human abstract of Article 3 elicited 'confirmed definite' judgements from both 
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participants and also received the maximum score; additionally, the machine Article 4 abstract 
was the only one of its kind enabling 2 'confirmed definite' judgements, for which it was also 
awarded the highest score amongst the machine versions. However, there are notable 
exceptions; for example, the Article 2 human abstract was given a lower score than the 
machine abstract, yet its relevancy judgements of 'confirmed definite' and 'confirmed 
probable' display more participant certainty (and hence have a greater utility level) than the 
'confirmed definite' and 'change of probable' judgements of the corresponding machine 
version. Similarly, it can be seen that although the human and machine Article 4 abstracts 
both produced 'confirmed definite' relevancy judgements, the machine abstract did in fact 
score subjectively higher. The lower score of this Article 4 human abstract may again be 
explained by the polarisation of scores from the two participants evaluating this particular 
human abstract which was awarded ratings of both 'very good' and 'poor' on an identical 
type of relevancy judgement (i.e. 'confirmed definite'). 
On this evidence, then, certain inconsistencies can be observed between the type of relevancy 
judgement made by participants, and their subsequent expected subjective score for the 
sufficiency of the abstract information content for enabling this relevancy judgement. 
Consequently, this may help explain the incongruity between the subjective score (superior 
machine rating) and the corresponding task-based evaluation (superior human performance) 
for this particular purpose parameter. 
Parameter 4: General informativeness 
Table 4.8 shows that 3 of the 4 human abstracts were rated as more informative than their 
corresponding machine versions, and that both human and machine abstracts were scored 
equally for Article 1, a result that generally seems to correspond with the overall finding for 
this parameter (Table 4.4). 
Parameter 5: Surrogate potential 
With reference to Table 4.8, it can be seen that those particular human abstracts scoring 
higher than the machine abstracts for general informativeness, were also given a superior 
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surrogate rating; and similarly, the human-machine abstracts of Article 1 were again given an 
equal rating. Such a pattern perhaps demonstrates the close relationship between 
informativeness and surrogate potential, viz. the more informative the abstract, the generally 
the better the surrogate. 
It was thought that the length of the abstract, i.e. its percentage in relation to the source 
article length, may be connected with its ratings for general informativeness and surrogate 
potential. The hypothesis was that the longer the abstract in relation to its source article, 
then the better its general informativeness and, hence, surrogate potential; however, this was 
found not to be the case. 
For example, as Table 4.12 demonstrates, the machine abstract having a combined lowest 
score for general informativeness and surrogate potential (Article 2) is actually longer than its 
higher scoring machine counterparts; similarly, the lowest scoring human abstract for these 
parameters (again, Article 2) is also the longest in relation to its source article. 
Table 4.12: Abstract length in relation to source article length (%),scores and acceptability 
ratings (%)for general informativeness and surrogate potential. 
ABSTRACT LENGTif GENERAL INFORMATIVENESS SURROGATE POTENTIAL 
% SCORE(%) SCORE%) 
Machine Human Machine Human Machine Human 
ARTICLE 1 16.4 6.9 7 (70.0) 7 (70.0) 6 (60.0) 6 (60.0) 
ARTICLE2 25.2 27.1 4 (40.0) 6 (60.0) 5 (50.0) 6 (60.0) 
ARTICLE3 22.7 15.4 6 (60.0) 8 (80.0) 5 (50.0) 8 (80.0) 
ARTICLE4 12.2 17.2 6 (60.0) 7 (70.0) 5 (50.0) 7 (70.0) 
Parameter 6: Overall rating 
Table 4.8 illustrates that the human abstracts were awarded a higher overall rating than the 
machine versions for every article except that of Article 1, for which both abstracts were 
rated equally. If the machine abstracts are considered alone, it can be seen that the abstract 
for Article 1 received the highest rating, followed by Article 3, and then a joint rating for 
Articles 2 and 4. Interestingly, these rankings are exactly mirrored in the total scores for each 
article abstract as detailed in Table 4.2, p.58. In terms of the human abstracts, Table 4.8 
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shows that the abstract for Article 3 was rated best, followed jointly by Articles I and 4, and 
lastly Article 2, a result which corresponds with the total scores detailed in Table 4.2, apart 
from a slightly lower (rather than equal rating) for Article 4. 
4.3 THE ABSTRACT: DESIRABLE QUALITIES 
It was discussed in Chapter 3 how a user study prior to abstract evaluation was beyond the 
scope of this present investigation; however, in order to gain a preliminary idea regarding 
qualities this user group thought important in the abstract, participants were asked to rank a 
series of 'desirable properties', taken from the abstracting literature, in order of importance 
according to a 1-10 scale. The results were analysed by calculating a score for each quality 
by multiplying each rank number with the number of participants assigning each respective 
rank, and subsequently the mean scores, which were then ranked from lowest-highest, 
corresponding with most important (lowest score) - least important (highest score). The 
findings are presented below, and may, together with further (more extensive) investigation 
into the views and needs of user groups, provide a focus for the future direction of 
abstracting, and in the development of pertinent user and use-oriented evaluation criteria. 
Figure 4.2: Desirable abstract qualities in order of relative importance 
I; · Contains purpose and scope ofsource article •. 
2. Accurate and 'error free • ·· •.·,·.. : · • · 
3. ·•·· Clearly written; uiuimbiguous'···········. ••·•····•.. >> 
4 .... Contains results and conclusions........ / . 
5. Defines methodology, where appropriate , . .· • · 
6. Coherent style . · .· ·· · .• .·· . . •.· · · . · .. ·· ·· 
6. States nature of source article( e.g. enipirical, reView, etc.) . 
8. Currency in relation to the publication dat3 of the source article 
9. Unrepetitive 
10. Brevity 
Score 
2.25. 
.•. 2 5 ..... 
. •. 3:13 .. 
'4.00 •. 
4.88 
7.38' 
7.38 
8.oo· 
8.13 
8.75 
Optimum score = 1 
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4.4 SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS 
This chapter has reported the results of a user evaluation of human and machine abstracts of 
4 different journal articles according to the documented purposes of abstract use. The 
machine abstracts were awarded a total subjective acceptability rating of 66.9%, compared to 
a marginally higher human abstract rating of 73.6%. This human superiority was only 
statistically significant (by a low order I 0% level) when measured in terms of the purpose 
parameter scores and not by the more superficial scores of each participant which showed no 
significant difference in human and machine acceptability. However, it was concluded from 
this that the statistically significant finding in favour of the human abstract may be a more 
refined and true assessment, owing to its measurement and indication of actual abstract utility 
level. 
There was limited variation in this overriding human abstract superiority according to source 
document, since 3 of the 4 journal article abstracts received a higher human rating and the 
single remainder, an equal human and machine rating. However, only one of these three 
higher human ratings was found to be statistically significant with the human abstract in 
question in fact amounting to little more than an extract of key sentences which, it was 
concluded, could be construed as support for the continuation of automatic abstracting using 
sentence extraction methods. Preference for either a human or machine abstract did vary 
according to the order in which they were seen, with the group assessing the machine 
abstracts first actually favouring these over the human versions. 
The human abstracts were rated superior along all subjective score purpose parameters 
except parameter 3 (sufficiency of content for making a relevancy judgement). In terms of 
specific purpose fulfilment, the following results were observed for each parameter: 
Parameter 1: Presence of the key content (purpose, methods, results, conclusions) and its 
ease of identification in the abstract by users. More participants were able to identifY all 4 
key content elements for the human than for the machine abstracts, and participants found 
this identification easier for the human versions than for the machine. 
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• Parameter 2: Comprehensibility. The mean comprehensibility time was longer for the 
machine than for the human abstracts, and the human abstracts were rated as easier to 
read; some relationship was observed between these task-based and subjective score 
metrics. There was no apparent correlation between abstract length and comprehensibility. 
• Parameter 3: 
a) Adequacy for user relevancy judgements. Twice as many participants were able to make 
an absolute (confirmed definite) relevancy judgement on the basis of the human abstracts than 
on those of the machine, for which a confirmed probable judgement was most prevalent. 
This finding, however, was not reflected in the corresponding subjective rating (sufficiency of 
information content for making a relevancy judgement), for which the machine abstracts 
scored slightly higher. 
b) Accuracy as a document representation (abstract/source article compliance). 
Participants found their expectations from the abstract to be 'completely fulfilled' when 
reading the source document for the human abstracts, but generally 'mostly fulfilled' for the 
machine versions; however, both human and machine abstracts resulted in 'partially fulfilled' 
expectations. 
• Parameters 4-6: General informativeness; Su"ogate potential; Overall rating. 
The divergence between human and machine abstract performance was most noticeable for 
these purpose parameters, suggesting that the machine abstracts were of lower 
informativeness and would make inferior surrogates, and that overall, participants displayed a 
natural recognition and tendency for a human-produced abstract. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The motivation for this study stemmed from a curiosity as to how well machines could 
reproduce the complex cognitive process of summarisation, and its manifestation as an 
abstract. The investigation has firstly, traced the evolution of abstracting, involving a much-
needed reassessment of the abstract with respect to the contemporary information 
environment; secondly, reviewed the historical development and current state of automatic 
abstracting research; and, finally, devised and implemented a user-driven empirical evaluation 
of automatic abstracts derived from a sentence extraction technique according to the 
documented purposes of abstract use. 
Emergent issues 
In its early beginnings the abstract seemingly had a dynamic flexibility, allowing a responsive 
reaction to the needs of the current context; however, it gradually became standardised, 
institutionalised and stylised which may have adversely curtailed further development. It is 
considered that the concept of the abstract should be able to evolve perpetually, or at the 
very least be periodically reviewed, in line with current user needs and the nature of the input 
documents represented. As such the value of the ANSI and ISO Standards, devised in the 
I 970s artd relating primarily to the scientific research article, need to be reassessed in the light 
of the present information context, embodying a range of users, document types and 
disciplines. 
Automatic abstracting was built on this long-founded historical tradition (or even crafl) of the 
classical abstract, which has inevitably influenced its development and acceptability. Two 
main schools of thought emerged: those subscribing to the ideal of the classical abstract by 
attempting to simulate human understanding in artificial intelligence-based domain dependent 
systems (text summarisation}, and those advocating more crude, domain-independent 
methods (sentence extraction). Recently, the research paradigm has diversified further, with 
a noticeable cross-fertilisation in techniques. Commercially available systems are relatively 
few, although possibly on the increase as software companies realise and begin to capitalise 
on the value of tools for combating information overload. Notably, such systems are 
designed with a corporate rather than academic or scholarly focus; thus, automatic 
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abstracting as it pertains to abstracts per se will, it seems for the very near future, remain 
within an experimental context. 
It is important that abstracting systems are devised with clear aims and objectives in 
accordance with both abstract function and audience, rather than aiming simply to reproduce 
what may be a possibly inappropriate standardised abstract output. It is in this area that 
automatic abstracting could capture a niche market and is beginning to do so, with 
experimental systems increasingly producing abstracts tailored to individual use, interactively 
specified by the user. It is concluded that automatic abstracting should complement manual 
abstracting and be inspired, not by paper, but by the inherent advantages of the electronic 
medium, allowing, for example, summarisation across documents or hypertext abstracts that 
aid movement around the actual source document itself 
The empirical evaluation of the automatic abstracts 
The abstract is a vital tool in information retrieval, hence the value of machine-produced 
abstracts needs to be determined for ensuring their effectiveness in actual use. A 
methodology was devised to explore this. It was considered important that automatic 
abstracts should be assessed by actual users according to a set of utility criteria (the 
documented purposes of abstract use), and not by the extent to which they resembled their 
human-produced counterparts - although human-produced abstracts were used as a 
benchmark during the analysis of the results. 
Conclusions from the empirical evaluation can only be tentative, owing to the small scale of 
the study. Nonetheless, the results demonstrated that the human-produced abstracts were 
superior to the machine versions in terms of a total score and for fulfilment of the following 
purposes: 
• Presence of the key content of purpose-methods-results-conclusions, and its ease of 
identification in the abstract. 
• Comprehensibility 
• Adequacy for user relevancy judgements 
• Accuracy as a document representation 
• General informativeness 
• Surrogate potential 
• Overall rating 
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However, this human abstract superiority was typically marginal, proving statistically 
significant at a low order level of 10% in a limited number of cases, namely: 
• A total score measured according to the 6 purpose parameters 
• The total score for 1 of the 4 abstracted articles, which was later found to be an extract. 
• The total score awarded by the group seeing the human abstract first. 
In the cases below, the machine abstracts actually outperformed the human versions, 
although the figures were not statistically significant: 
• The total score awarded by the group seeing the machine abstract first. 
• The score for sufficiency of information content for making a relevancy judgement. 
• Instances of variation along specific purpose parameters amongst the 4 abstracted articles. 
It can be concluded, then, that although the human-produced abstracts generally performed 
better than the machine versions, the extent of the difference in performance was not vast, 
and in the majority of cases the hypothesis that there is no difference between the 
acceptability of human and machine produced abstracts was sustained, or only rejected at a 
low-order significance level. Notably, the machine abstracts achieved a very encouraging 
overall subjective acceptability rating of66.9% (calculated from the scores for the 6 purpose 
parameters), and although performance in the task-based evaluation was inferior to that of 
the human abstracts, it was found to satisfY a good proportion of the selected criteria. The 
continuation of automatic abstracting using sentence extraction methods, therefore, is clearly 
supported and warranted. 
The view that abstracting is a fine art that cannot be satisfactorily reproduced by mechanical 
means is to some extent refuted, since this study has shown that the difference in performance 
between manual and automatic abstracts was essentially negligible. However, the machine 
performance was better in the task-based and specific purpose subjective evaluation than in 
the overall, holistic, subjective judgement by participants, suggesting that the machine 
abstracts used in this evaluation were lacking some intangible and preferred quality (possibly 
stylistic) which was present in the human-produced abstracts. This finding may be due to the 
fact that the machine abstracts were the product of sentence extraction, although the highest 
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scoring abstract overall was found to be a human-produced extract, casting some doubt on 
this assertion. Further research comparing human-produced extracts with machine-produced 
extracts would merit a valued investigation. 
Limitations of the empirical evaluation 
One of the main recognised limitations of this study is the small sample of both participants 
and abstracts. As essentially a pilot study for the devised methodology, generalisations can 
be made only with some caution. Whilst the methodology itself has proved successful, it 
requires more extensive testing and development using larger samples if the effects of 
variability in participant subjective response are to be minimised. To offset the potential 
unreliability of using subjective judgements alone, objective task-based evaluation measures 
should also be devised and included for parameters 4 and 5 (General informativeness, 
Surrogate potential). For example, participants could answer a series of questions regarding 
the content of the full-text article using the human and machine abstracts, and the results 
compared. A further recognised limitation, mentioned previously, was the scheme of abstract 
allocation which failed to control journal type as well as the order in which the abstracts were 
seen; an alternative allocation was proposed for use in future research (see Figure 4.1, p.60). 
The future 
Further research should focus on the user and the functions of abstracts. The general and 
specific needs of user groups require exploration and identification, and may then be 
translated into accurate and timely fully extrinsic evaluation criteria and even the revision of 
current abstracting standards. This will ensure abstracts of optimum utility. 
The ANSI and ISO Standards relate primarily to those empirical and scientific research 
articles having a clear purpose-methods-results-conclusions text structure. Thus, the 
relationship between the input factors of document structure and academic discipline would 
be a valuable area of future study, particularly in the case of humanities subjects; this would 
determine if users would be better served by abstracts designed to respect and accommodate 
the nuances of particular disciplines. To support such studies, discipline-oriented abstract 
evaluation criteria would also need to be identified. 
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It follows, therefore, that such research into the nature of the users and uses of abstracts will 
allow developers of automatic abstracting systems to set an agenda by prioritising features for 
inclusion in their systems and subordinating or disregarding those ofless use. 
The clarification of the aims of automatic abstracting will be facilitated by further evaluation 
of system output. This current study has involved a preliminary demonstration of the user 
acceptability of sentence extraction methods for abstract production, the results of which 
could be compared to future evaluation involving knowledge-based (text summarisation) 
approaches, e.g. the ConText system produced by Oracle (Table 2.1, p.38). 
With the growth in commercial products, further trials could be conducted 'outside the 
laboratory' in library and information units for example, allowing users to experiment and 
provide more informal feedback in real-world contexts, the results of which could be utilised 
in improving future system design and functionality. 
There is a need to challenge continually the boundaries, set by the precedent of manual 
abstracting by innovation in automatic abstracting, since it is only then that its potential will 
be fully realised and implemented. 
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APPENDIX 1: INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS 
Instructions 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment. Please read these 
instructions in full before beginning. 
The purpose of this experiment is to elicit views on the quality of abstracts. You will 
be asked to evaluate two abstracts by completing a simple task and then answering 
a series of questions. Please allow approximately 30 minutes completion time, and 
evaluate the two abstracts in strict succession during a single time period. 
You have been provided with two evaluation forms (Form A and Form B) and four 
envelopes containing: 
Envelope 1: 
Envelope 2: 
Envelope 3: 
Envelope 4: 
Abstract A 
Article A 
Abstract B 
Article B 
Please use Form A for evaluation of Abstract A, and Form B for evaluation of 
Abstract B. Please only open each envelope when you are informed to do so. 
For each abstract, the evaluation procedure entails: 
1. Identification of the purpose, method, results and conclusions of the source 
article. You will need a stop watch to time yourself. 
2. A series of questions on the ease of this task. 
3. A series of questions on the general quality of the abstract, some with reference 
to the full article. 
4. Form B contains one additional question, for which you are required to rank 
specific criteria. 
The questions will require you to a) circle a score on a 5-point scale, b) tick a box, or 
c) rank criteria numerically. 
You should begin by opening Envelope 1, labelled 'Abstract A'; read Abstract A; 
complete Form A The form will tell you at what stage to open Envelope 2, labelled 
'Article A'. Repeat the procedure for Form 8, using Abstract Band Article B (when 
instructed) contained in Envelopes 3 and 4 respectively. Further instructions are 
provided on the forms as a guide. 
I would be grateful if you could return the completed forms in the envelope 
provided to my pigeon hole by 14 July. 
Your assistance is greatly appreciated 
Amanda J Tinker, June 1997 
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APPENDIX 2: EVALUATION FORMS 
FORMA 
Evaluation of Informative Abstracts 
Please use this form in correspondence with the data contained in envelopes 1 and 2 (Abstract 
A; Article A). 
1. TASK 
Please have your stop watch ready. Begin timing yourself when you start to read 
Abstract A and finish timing when you have completed the table below. 
Open envelope 1: Abstract A. Read through the abstract and state briefly, in the table 
provided below, what you think are the purpose(s), methods, results and conclusions of 
the article summarised by the abstract. Leave any boxes blank if you feel that there is 
insufficient information. 
PURPOSE 
METHODS 
RESULTS 
CONCLUSIONS 
Time taken in minutes and seconds to complete the whole of Task 1 _______ _ 
2. With reference the above task, please answer the following questions by circling the 
answer which best matches your opinion. 
Difficult Quite Fair Quite Easy 
difficult easy 
a. How easy was it to identifY the purpose? 1 2 3 4 5 
b. How easy was it to identifY the method? I 2 3 4 5 
c. How easy was it to identifY the results? 1 2 3 4 5 
d. How easy was it to identifY the conclusions? I 2 3 4 5 
e. How easy did you find the abstract to read? 1 2 3 4 5 
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3. Please re-read Abstract A and answer the following questions by ticking one box 
only. Please read all the possible responses for each question before making your choice. 
a. From reading the abstract, how relevant is the full article to your research/teaching 
interests? 
Probably relevant 
Probably irrelevant 
Definitely relevant 
Definitely irrelevant 
Definitely only slightly relevant 
Not sure; need to see full article 
Please open Envelope 2: Article A, and read the contents. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
b. From reading the full text of the article, does it conform with the expectations you gained 
when reading the abstract? 
Yes, it is completely what I had expected D 
Yes, it conforms with most of my expectations D 
No, it conforms with only some of my expectations D 
No, it is completely different to what I had expected D 
If no, in what way(s) does the full text article differ from these expectations (e.g. longer than 
expected; different in coverage; different in perspective etc.) 
c. From reading the full text of the article, how relevant is the article to your research/teaching 
interests? 
Relevant D 
Slightly relevant D 
Irrelevant D 
4. For the following questions, please circle the answer which best matches your 
opinion. 
a. How sufficient was the information content of the 
abstract for deciding whether the full article was 
relevant to your interests? 
b. With reference to the full text of the document, how 
would your rate the informativeness of the abstract? 
c. With reference to the full text of the document, how 
would you rate the surrogate potential of the 
abstract? 
d. What is your overall rating of the abstract? 
e. Before this task, were you familiar with this article? 
Yes 
No 
0 
0 
Very Poor 
poor 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
PLEASE NOW COMPLETE FORM B 
Adequate Good 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
90 
Very 
good 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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FORMB 
Evaluation of Informative Abstracts 
Please use this form in correspondence with the data contained in envelopes 3 and 4 (Abstract 
B; Article B). 
1. TASK 
Please have your stop watch ready. Begin timing yourself when you start to read 
Abstract B and finish timing when you have completed the table below. 
Open envelope 3: Abstract B. Read through the abstract and state briefly, in the table 
provided below, what you think are the purpose(s), methods, results and conclusions of 
the article summarised by the abstract. Leave any boxes blank if you feel that there is 
insufficient information. 
PURPOSE 
METHODS 
RESULTS 
CONCLUSIONS 
Time taken in minutes and seconds to complete the whole of Task 1 ______ _ 
2. With reference the above task, please answer the following questions by circling the 
answer which best matches your opinion. 
Difficult Quite Fair Quite Easy 
difficult easy 
a. How easy was it to identify the purpose? I 2 3 4 5 
b. How easy was it to identify the method? I 2 3 4 5 
c. How easy was it to identify the results? I 2 3 4 5 
d. How easy was it to identify the conclusions? I 2 3 4 5 
e. How easy did you find the abstract to read? I 2 3 4 5 
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3. Please re-read Abstract B and answer the following questions by ticking one box only. 
Please read all the possible responses for each question before making your choice. 
a. From reading the abstract, how relevant is the full article to your research/teaching 
interests? 
Probably relevant 
Probably irrelevant 
Definitely relevant 
Definitely irrelevant 
Definitely only slightly relevant 
Not sure; need to see full article 
Please open Envelope 4: Article B, and read the contents. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
b. From reading the full text of the article, does is conform with the expectations you gained 
when reading the abstract? 
Yes, it is completely what I had expected 0 
Yes, it conforms with most of my expectations 0 
No, it conforms with only some of my expectations 0 
No, it is completely different to what I had expected 0 
If no, in what way(s) does the full text article differ from these expectations (e.g. longer than 
expected; different in coverage; different in perspective etc.) 
c. From reading the full text of the article, how relevant is the article to your research/teaching 
interests? 
Relevant 0 
Slightly relevant 0 
Irrelevant 0 
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4. For the following questions, please circle the answer which best matches your 
opinion. 
Very Poor Adequate 
poor 
a. How sufficient was the infonnation content of the 1 2 3 
abstract for deciding whether the full article was 
relevant to your interests? 
b. With reference to the full text of the document, how 1 2 3 
would your rate the infonnativeness of the abstract? 
c. With reference to the full text of the document, how 1 2 3 
would you rate the surrogate potential of the abstract? 
d. What is your overall rating of the abstract? 1 2 3 
e. Before this task, were you familiar with this article? 
Yes 
No 
0 
0 
Good Very 
good 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
5. Please rank in order of importance the following desirable properties of informative 
abstracts. Please make this judgement on the basis of the abstract being contained 
within an abstracting journal service or an electronic bibliographic database, i.e. not 
an author abstract preceding a journal article. (1-10; 1 being the most important). 
Accurate and error free 
Brevity 
Clearly written; unambiguous 
Unrepetitive 
Coherent style 
Currency in relation to the publication date of the source article 
Contains purpose and scope of the source article 
States the nature of the source article (e.g. empirical, review etc.) 
Defines methodology, where appropriate 
Contains results and conclusions 
Other (please specify) _______ _ 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
APPENDIX 3: THE HUMAN AND MACHINE ABSTRACTS 
(N.B. Machine abstracts contain annotations illustrating unresolved anaphora and 
other instances of incohesion) 
Key 
.._ _ _,1 = Unresolved anaphora 
c=:> = Other incohesion 
ARTICLE 1: HUMAN 
The use of information technology in special libraries in the UK * 
A survey of the use of IT in 170 public libraries and information units in corporate, 
government and medical sectors was conducted during August-September, 1994. 
Data was collected by questionnaire and included questions on structure and 
staffing, in addition to questions on the use of computer-based systems. The 
results are discussed and tabulated in terms of service provision; staffing levels; 
opening hours, users and user access; and computerized systems in use. The 
latter is analyzed in detail covering library management systems; library 
management software; electronic databases; commercial online databases; CD-
ROM databases; image databases; multimedia databases; personal reference 
databases; and internal databases. Another area explored in detail is end-user 
access to electronic databases. 
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Respondents were also asked for their future plans with respect to either extending 
their current automated library system provision or implementation of new systems. 
it is concluded that the survey provided a useful state of the art of computerized 
library systems in the special library and information unit sector. Further 
investigation could cover a comparison of the use of IT specific to the different 
types of special libraries; the effects of end-user training needs and provision 
where several software packages and/or media types are used in one 
library/information unit; and the degree of end-user satisfaction. The survey 
showed that the use of IT in special libraries is increasing, and it is now quite 
common to find various media types of electronic databases in one 
library/information unit. The questionnaire used in the survey is given in the 
appendix. 
* Source: Association for Information Management. Current awareness abstracts of library and 
information management literature, 1996, 13(2), 56. Reproduced with the kind permission of the 
publisher. 
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ARTICLE 1: MACHINE 
The use of information technology in special libraries in the UK 
The use of IT in the public sector is well reported, for example in the series of 
surveys by Batt. Similarly, IT usage in academic libraries is well documented, for 
instance in reports such as that compiled by Brophy and Hayter. In contrast, the 
use of IT in the special library sector is less well documented, exceptions being the 
Aslib surveys of 1987 and 1990. This is to be expected, as special libraries 
generally tend to be under-represented in the literature in comparison with other 
library sectors a view expressed by Brittin. This paper reports on the use of IT in 
special libraries as indicated by a survey which was undertaken as part of a 
research project in the Department of Information and Library Management at the 
University of Northumbria at Newcastle in collaboration with Soutron Ltd. The 
survey was completed during August and September 1994, its aims being to 
determine the diversity of automated library systems and electronic databases in 
use in special libraries, and to identify current and future trends concerning 
electronic information retrieval by end users.Cfor instanc~during this survey the 
results may have been affected not only by the organisations' perceptions of which 
of the terms best described their information resource (it is possible that the same 
type of information resource could be described as a library service by one 
organisation and information service by another), but also by the implementation of 
the two terms by individual respondents. 
Ninety-five per cent of respondents stated that they use computers for some aspect 
of library and information services. All five respondents who stated that they have 
no plans for future changes provide their services on a small scale, with staff of 
four of less, and responses generally indicated that computerisation of their library 
housekeeping systems would not be cost-effective. An analysis of systems used 
per service type indicated that most organisations offering library and information 
services prefer to purchase systems designed for the purpose from a specialist 
supplier. Respondents v~ere asked to indicate which database types could be 
accessed from within the library/information unit (defined as local access}, and also 
whether access was available either via terminals situated elsewhere within the 
organisation premises or from offsite using telecommunications links (remote 
access). Taking both automated library housekeeping systems and electronic 
databases into consideration, it was apparent from additional comments given by 
those completing questionnaires that financial concerns take precedence over the 
level of need to computerise library systems in order to improve the service] These 
include: a comparison of the use of IT specific to the different types of special 
libraries targeted by the survey; the effects upon end-user training needs and 
provision where several software packages and/or media types are in use in one 
library/information unit; the degree of end-user satisfaction with today's automated 
library systems and electronic databases, considering that service users in the 
special library sector are being encouraged to find their own information using an 
increased level of IT. The survey has shown that the use of IT in special libraries is 
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increasing, and that it is now quite common to find electronic databases of various 
media types in any one library/information unit. Also, the level of response to the 
survey has shown that librarians and information officers in the special library 
sector continue to be very interested in IT. Those who responded to the survey 
indicated an awareness of current issues and products concerned with both 
automated library systems and electronic databases, even in those information 
professionals whose service does not use IT to any great extent. 
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ARTICLE 2: HUMAN 
The information needs of parents* 
The information needs of the general public or consumers have been completely 
neglected by information researchers. This huge group has a great significance for 
public libraries and the impact of IT is causing changes in how people meet their 
information needs. Two studies supported by the British Library Research and 
Innovation Centre are examining the information needs of an important subgroup of 
users - parents. One investigation is based on a helpline for parents and the other 
is being conducted through field interviews of parents with children under the age 
of five. The helpline is provided by the charity Exploring Parenthood and calls 
follow the pattern established for helplines. Children's behaviour generated the 
most calls, followed by family problems and schools. The helpline study provided 
information on private and personal information needs which are for immediate, 
processed information from a trusted person. 
The field study of parents was conducted in the London Borough of Haringey with 
parents being contacted initially through the services they used - the library, 
nursery and clinic. Discussion groups were formed to generate ideas. lt was clear 
that parents needed information on child care and health, together with advice on 
money, education, training and careers advice for themselves. Interview schedules 
were developed based on these discussions and 30 parents interviewed for 20 
minutes each. The chief characteristics emerging are that parents need 
authoritative information from respected sources and about the locality in which 
they live. Library notice boards can be useful sources, together with helplines. 
Current information should incorporate the latest research and, although lip-service 
is being paid to electronic information, oral sources are preferred. Expert opinions 
are required and health visitors and GPs are relied upon to provide health 
information. Information on local services, particularly child care and education, 
are passed around through a network of local friends. Books on baby care are still 
popular, while grey literature such as newsletters and specialist organizations' 
leaflets are coming into their own. 
lt is concluded that there are a number of ways of providing support to parents who 
should be encouraged to develop their own parenting style. The aim is for parents 
to become competent and confident. Parents are at a transitional stage when they 
need information and they are key information users and players. They will 
probably bring children to the library for the first time and they help with the literacy 
development which is an essential skill for library use. The information needs of 
parents are pertinent to librarians as their active involvement in early childhood 
education brings great benefit to children. 
* Source: Unpublished; written by Stella Keenan (abstractor for Current awareness abstracts for 
library and information management literature). Reproduced with the kind permission of the author. 
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ARTICLE 2: MACHINE 
The information needs of parents 
In the rush to investigate the information needs of people at work or study, the 
information needs of consumers or the general public have been wholly neglected 
by information researchers. Researchers have always liked studying the 
information needs of coherent, pin-down-able and compliant user groups. The 
authors, supported by the British Library Research and Innovation Centre funds, 
are taking some tentative steps into understanding the information needs of 
consumers, through a study of the information needs of an important sub-group -
parents. The helpline was that provided by Exploring Parenthood, a charity that 
provides advice, education, information and counselling for parents. Both parent 
and counsellor are re ared with information on areas they want to discuss. The 
records from these call were analysed by the authors to find out the information 
needs of parents. The helpline study gave a picture of private and personal 
information needs. The need for immediate and processed information from a 
trusted person was a theme that ran through the information needs of these 
parents. 
In search of more comprehensive data on parents' information needs, parents of 
children under 5 in the London Borough of Haringey were interviewed. The 
parents were very clear about needing information on child care and health, and 
suggested other subjects like money and education, training and careers advice for 
themselves. The data are currently in the process of analysis, but already the chief 
characteristics of the information that parents need are becoming clear. Firstly, 
parents need authoritative information from res~d .sources. Parents also need 
information about the locality in which they live.~en parents want child care 
information it has to be provided locally. Parenting advice has changed over the 
decades, and new parents will want current information, incorporating the latest 
research. Juliet Solomon supports 'green' parents in their search for non-
consuming child care. Providing information for parents can contribute to the 
general support for parents that is recommended in The Children Act (1989). 
There are many ways to parent, and support should help parents to develop their 
own styles. Parents are at a transitional stage in their lives when a need for 
information arises. Quite suddenly parents need to know about how to care for a 
baby, how a child develops and where to go for help. Information enables people 
to cope with change, and parents are a group with a particular and vital need for 
information. 
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ARTICLE 3: HUMAN 
LAMDA: a project investigating new opportunities in document delivery* 
The LAMDA project (London and Manchester Document Access) was approved by 
FIGIT (Follett Implementation Group on Information Technology) on 30 May 1995, 
as part of the JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee) funded by eLIB 
(Electronic Libraries) Programme. The purpose of LAMDA is to set up a co-
operative structure to provide document delivery services to users of academic 
libraries in London and Manchester. The service utilises scanning technology to 
transmit journal articles from one site to another via JANET, the Joint Academic 
Network in the UK 
A request is made by a reader in one of the nine member libraries for a journal 
article not in stock. If a location is found at another LAMDA site, then the original 
request form, filled in by the requester, is scanned and transmitted with a cover 
sheet to the supply library. On receipt of the request, the supply library retrieves 
the appropriate journal from the shelves, scans the requested article and transmits 
it back to the request site. The article is printed out on a laser printer, and can then 
by collected by the reader. The print quality of the transmitted document is very 
high, at least equal to a good quality photocopy. 
The project has proved clearly that scanning technology can be used very 
effectively for document delivery between libraries. The statistics suggest that 
between 30 percent and 50 percent of all journal requests generated by the 
requesting libraries can be satisfied within LAMDA. However, this satisfaction rate 
needs to be tested for a longer period to obtain accurate trends. 
* Source: Association for Information Management. Current awareness abstracts of library and 
information management literature, 1996, 13(9), 393. Reproduced with the kind permission ofthe 
publisher. 
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ARTICLE 3: MACHINE 
LAMDA: a project investigating new opportunities in document delivery 
The LAMDA project (London and Manchester Document Access) was approved by 
FIGIT (Follett Implementation Group on Information Technology) on 30 May 1995, 
as part of the JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee) funded by eLIB 
(Electronic Libraries) Programme comprising over 60 projects in a number of 
categories, embracing document delivery, electronic journals, digitisation, on-
demand publishing, training and awareness, access to networked resources, and 
support studies. The web page for the project is at: <http://IN'MV.ucl. ac.ukllibrary/ 
lamda.htm/>. The purpose of LAMDA is to set up a co-operative structure to 
provide a document delivery service to users of academic libraries in London and 
Manchester. Each city has libraries with substantial holdings of books and 
journals, and requests from users of those libraries for journal articles not available 
in the home library will be routed first to the other libraries in the city, then to 
libraries in the second city (London or Manchester) and if no location is found in 
either city, on to the British Library Document Supply Centre (BLDSC). The 
LAMDA project involves nine supply libraries, four in London (University College 
(UCL), Kings College, the London School of Economics (BLPES), and the 
University of Westminster (UW)), and five in Manchester (University of Manchester 
(JRULM), UMIST (University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology), 
Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU), Manchester Business School (MBS), 
and the University of Salford). Each of the sites of the participating supply libraries 
has been provided with a project manual which details administrative procedures 
for document delivery at each site, together with communication information 
(Internet Protocol and e-mail addresses, fax and telephone numbers), equipment 
codes, lists of contact names, copies of the various log sheets used, and so on. 
The LAMDA service utilises scanning technology to transmit journal articles from 
one site to another via JANET, the Joint Academic Network in the UK. The 
software used is Ariel for Windows 1.1 developed by RLG (Research Libraries 
Group) in the United States as a way of providing fast interlending between remote 
institutions. Setting up a service such as LAMDA is moving into new territory in the 
UK where, traditionally, the overwhelming majority of journal requests from 
academic libraries are satisfied. by BLDSC. There was uncertainty in a number of 
areas, particularly the actual percentage of requests that could be satisfied within 
the system. 
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ARTICLE 4: HUMAN 
Exhibitions in university libraries: the Nigerian experience 
There are three kinds of library exhibition - literary; museum; and commercial. 
Exhibition objectives are to create awareness of information sources and services; 
create demand and use for information resources and services; create a positive 
attitude to the library; communicate with the community; and enhance the status of 
library personnel. Exhibits may feature specific library services; celebrate 
particular weeks; or feature particular subjects and anniversaries. A study was 
conducted of Nigerian university libraries to determine exhibit desirability; purpose 
of exhibits; regularity of exhibits; existence of written policies; and types of exhibits 
and related publicity. Libraries in federally controlled Nigerian universities were 
studied and there were 16 respondents. The results are discussed and tabulated 
in terms of library profile; number of exhibitions; frequency; types; occasions; 
policy; publicity; and problems. 
Although all respondents agreed that exhibitions were desirable, only ten had 
actually held exhibitions. Nine hold exhibitions irregularly, while five hold them 
annually and two quarterly. None of the libraries had any written exhibition policy 
and the most dominant type of exhibit was the literary. The problems identified 
were non~appreciation of the need for exhibitions; lack of material; noise and crowd 
control; space; and lack of a formal policy statement. lt is recommended that 
Nigerian university libraries should prepare comprehensive guidelines; train 
exhibits librarians; Nigerian library schools should have curricula to train librarians; 
and exhibitions should link exhibitions to collections and services. In addition, 
exhibitions should create library demand; equipment and materials for exhibits 
should be procured; exhibits should be removed when appropriate; and separate 
exhibit budgets should be made available. The final recommendation is that the 
Academic and Research Library Section of the Nigerian Library Association and 
the Committee of University Librarians of Nigerian Universities should formulate 
guidelines on library exhibitions. 
* Source: Association for Information Management. Current awareness abstracts for library 
and information management literature, 1997, April. (URL: http://www/aslib.eo.uk/caa/abstracts/ 
protected/97-04ll.html). Reproduced with the kind permission of the publisher. 
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ARTICLE 4: MACHINE 
Exhibitions in university libraries: the Nigerian experience 
Although previous students have articulated the role of exhibitions as publicity 
strategy in Nigerian university libraries, this study becomes necessary because the 
previous ones were limited to specific university libraries rather than encompassing 
all university libraries! This I revelation portends doom to the survival of academic 
librarianship in Nigeria, if university libraries cannot use exhibitions to draw the 
attention of pflicy-mlakers to their importance as agents of change and 
development. This means that the role of exhibitions as publicity strategy is not 
taken seriously in Nigerian university libraries. 
The dominant type of exhibition was the literary type (56 per cent) meant for the 
promotion of library services, followed by the commercial type (25 per cent) for the 
exhibition of art works and books by book sellers and publishers, while the museum 
type (18 per cent) trailed last. In about one third of the university libraries, 
exhibitions were mounted to publicize subjects of particular interest, while 
anniversaries, such as convocations, orientation of students and National Day 
accounted for 29 per cent of occasions marked. However, Nigerian university 
libraries should increase the number, scope and depth of exhibitions for the 
promotion of their services. Nigerian university libraries should therefore take 
advantage of using exhibitions as potent public relations strategy. 
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APPENDIX 4: ORIGINAL PRESENTATION OF A NETSUMM ABSTRACT 
(Summary) http://www.lahs.bl.com:SORO/summ-hinlsummmi~.cgi/5066548,-l:mg:GA-..:nun!l 
--~~-------~--------------
The use of IT in the public sector is well reported, for example in the serie$ of surveys by 
Batt.3,4,5,6,7 Similarly, IT usage in academic libraries is well docunlented, for instance in reports 
such as that compiled by Brophy and Hayter.S In contrast, the use of IT in the special library sector is 
less well documented, exceptions being the Aslib surveys of 1987 and 1990.9,10 This isto be 
expected, as special libraries generally tend to be under-represented in the literature in comparison 
with other library sectors a view expressed by Brittin.ll 
This paper reports on the use of IT in special libraries as indicated by a survey which was undertaken 
as part of a research project in the Department of Information and Library Management at the 
University of Northumbria at Newcastle in collaboration with Soutron Ltd. 
The survey was completed during August and September 1994, its aims being to determine the 
diversity of automated library systems and electronic databases in use in special libraries, and to 
identify current and future trends concerning electronic infonnation retrieval by end users. 
For instance, during this survey the results may have been affected not only by the organisations 
perceptions of which of the terms best described their information resource (it is possible that the 
same type of information resource could be described as a library service by one organisation and an 
information service by another), but also by the interpretation of the two terms by individual 
respondents. 
Ninety-five per cent of respondents stated that they use computers for some aspect of library and 
infonnation services. 
All five respondents who stated that they have no plans for future changes provide their services on a 
small scale, with a staff of four or less, and responses generally indicated that computerisation of their 
library housekeeping systems would not be cost-effective. 
An analysis of systems used per service type indicated that most organisations offering library and 
information services prefer to purchase systems designed for the purpose from a specialist supplier 
(see Table 4). 
Respondents were asked to 
indicate which database types could be accessed from within the library/ inform.;ion unit (defined as 
local access), and also whether access was available either via terminals situated elsewhere within the 
organisation premises or from offsite using telecommunications links (remote access). 
Taking both automated library housekeeping systems and electronic databases into consideration, it 
was apparent from additional comments given by those completing questionnaires that financial 
concerns take precedence over the level of need to computerise library systems in order to improve 
the service. 
These include: 
a comparison of the use of IT specific to the different types of special libraries targeted by the survey; 
the effects upon end-user training needs and provision where several software packages and/or media 
types are in use in one library/infonnation unit; 
the degree of end-user satisfaction with todays automated library systems and electronic databases, 
considering that service users in the special library sector are being encouraged to find their own 
infonnation using an increased level of IT. 
The survey has shown that the use of IT in special libraries is increasing, and that it is now quite 
common to find electronic databases of various media types in any one library/information unit. 
Also, the level of response to the survey has shown that librarians and information officers in the 
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special library sector continue to be very interested in IT. Those who responded to the survey 
indicated an awareness of current issues and products concerned with both automated library systems 
and electronic databases, even in those information professionals whose service does not use IT to 
any great extent. 
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APPENDIX 5: EXAMPLES OF WILCOXON MATCHED-PAffiS SIGNED-RANKS 
TEST AND TABLE OF CRITICAL VALUES 
·A. Total scores for human and machine abstracts by participant 
Null hypothesis 
There is no difference between the acceptability of human and machine-produced abstracts. 
PARTICIPANT MACHINE 
SCORE 
1 29 
2 28 
3 26 
4 31 
5 36 
6 31 
7 30 
8 30 
Sum of postive ranks 
w+ = 1.5 + 3 + 1.5 + 4.5 = 10.5 
Sum of negative ranks 
w- = 4.5 + 6 + 7 = 17.5 
Select smaller value: 10.5 
HUMAN 
SCORE 
29 
38 
43 
30 
32 
30 
20 
43 
SIGN DIFFERENCE RANK 
0 
- 10 4.5 
- 17 7 
+ 1 1.5 
+ 4 3 
+ 1 1.5 
+ 10 4.5 
- 13 6 
Check in appropriate table of critical values under size of sample (N= 7 due to removal of 
equal score result for participant 1 ), two-tailed test. 
Value of 10.5 is greater than t = 2 at 5% significance level and t = 3 at 10% significance level 
which does not merit rejection of the null hypothesis. 
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B. Total scores for human and machine by 6 purpose parameter scores 
Null hypothesis 
There is no difference between the acceptability of human and machine-produced abstracts. 
PARAMETER 
1. Ease of identification of 
the key information 
2. Comprehensibility 
3. Sufficiency of content for a 
relevancy judgement 
4. General informativeness 
5. Surrogate potential 
6. Overall rating 
Sum of positive ranks 
w+= 1 
Sum of negative ranks 
MACHINE 
SCORE 
115 
27 
32 
23 
21 
23 
w+ = 6 + 2 + 3.5 + 5 + 3.5 = 20 
Select smaller value: 1 
HUMAN SIGN DIFFERENCE RANK 
SCORE 
122 - 7 6 
29 
- 2 2 
31 + 1 1 
28 - 5 3.5 
27 - 6 5 
28 
-
5 3.5 
Check in appropriate table of critical values under size of sample (N = 6), two-tailed test. 
Value of 1 is greater than t = 0 at 5% significance level, but less than t = 2 at 10% level. The 
null hypothesis, therefore, merits rejection at the 10% (low order) significance level. 
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C. Critical values ofT in the Wilcoxon Test for two correlated samples 
LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
ONE-T AlLED TEST 
0.05 0.025 0.01 0.001 
TWO-TAILED TEST 
SAMPLE SIZE 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.002 
N=5 T:S 0 
6 2 0 
7 3 2 0 
8 5 3 1 
9 8 5 3 
10 10 8 5 0 
11 13 10 7 1 
12 17 13 9 2 
13 21 17 12 4 
14 25 21 15 6 
15 30 25 19 8 
16 35 29 23 11 
17 41 34 27 14 
18 47 40 32 18 
19 53 46 37 21 
20 60 52 43 26 
21 67 58 49 30 
22 75 65 55 35 
23 83 73 62 40 
24 91 81 69 45 
25 lOO 89 76 51 
Source: Adapted from Appendix 17, Cob en, L. & M. Holliday. Statistics for social 
scientists: an introductory text with computer programs in BASIC. London: Harper & Row, 
1982, p. 324. 

